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EDITORIAL
In thi s post-conference issue of the BULLETIN the reader will find reports and papers that were
prepared for presentation at the conference. At the suggest ion of th e President one year ago
in Budapest, it was decided to communicate as much conference business to the membership as
possibl e. Readers may note a certain amount of redundancy between the committee reports and
the General Assembl y Minutes, but since the latter are presented in abbreviated form it may be
useful to include the full comm ittee reports that were ava ilable at press time.
A new feature will be noted beginning in this issue: The President's Corner.
am very plea sed
that David Lance accepted the invitation to prepare this column and I'm sure we will all look
forward to reading it in every issue.
I wo uld also like to take this opportun ity to wel come Peter Burgis to the Editorial Board as
News and Notes Editor. News items for future issues of the BULLETIN should be sent to him at
the following address: National Library of Australia, Sound Recordings Library , Canberra
City, A.C.T. 2600 , Australia.
Three papers from the Brussels conference were presented here for your interest: Compaan,
Gronow and Heins. For those of you who unfortunately could not attend the conference, I can
only say that you missed a remarkable live demonstration of what Dr. Compaan describes in his
paper. But then we soon will have the opportunity to buy the compact disc on the commercial
market as you will read in the article. Pekka Gronow's paper, delivered in the Sourc es section,
sets a hi gh standard for hi storica l research in the sou nd recording indu stry which I ho pe will
be continued in subsequent issues. Ernst Heins provided a provocative and controversial subject for consideration; his paper was the basis of remarks and discussion by three respondents.
Mr. Rentz' article was born of the stimulating atmosp he re surrounding the creation of the
Australian National Branch. I hope that other national branches will generate articles for
publication in future i ssues of the BULLETIN.
Ann Briegleb
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PRESIDENT'S CORNER
For the consistently high quality of papers throughout the meeting, the Brussels' conference
may well have been without equal in IASA's history. So it strikes me from the hindsight of
ten annual conferences. The burgeoning professionalism was particularly marked among the
younger and newer members who contributed so noticeably and so effectively during the week.
This feature was a testimony to IASA's current health and augurs well for its future. It
also illustrated how much the Association has to give to its own members and to the international communities of archives and libraries in the field of sound documentation.
The most tangible examples of the fruitfulness of IASA's work may be found in it s current
publications programme. A second and much expanded edition of the Directory of Member Archives
has been prepared for printing and should become available to members before the end of 1982.
The text of a book entitled Sound Archive Programmes: Their Planning, Organisation and Manage~_~ is complete and has been handed to UNESCO, which has expressed an interest in its publication. Mu ch needed by archives and libraries throughout the world, a Technical Manual has
rea ched a sufficiently advanced stage in its compilation that we can confidently expect it
to appear in print before very long. A Training Manual is a more distant prospect but its
preparation is an integral part of the Training Committee's formal plans. The thorny but
fundamental subject of Selection was firmly grasped at conference sessions in Budapest and
Brussels. This subject will be embraced again at Washington in 1983 and the resultant papers
edited to form the basis of a special publication which will appear within the next two years .
A major bibliography of sound archive literature is also in preparation, the first element
of which is included in this issue of the PHONOGRAPHIC BULLETIN. The recent extension of the
journal's Editorial Board--with Joel Gardner (USA) joining it as Reviews and Recent Publications Editor and Peter Burgis (Australia) taking over responsibility for the News and Notes
columns--holds promise of an expansion of the BULLETIN's infonmation role.
Up to 1978, the Association (then nearing a decade of existence) had published nothing other
than the PHONOGRAPHIC BULLETIN . In that year a monograph on oral history and the first edition of IASA's directory both appeared as separate publications . During the subsequent five
years the interest in new publications has quickened with the results and the projects already
mentioned. Initia·t ives have generally been taken by individuals rather than by the Associations; that is to say IASA has tended to respond to the interest of an individual member in
a certain field rather than systematically to plan a publications programme and then seek
suitable people as authors or editors. Thus a Technical Manual will appear because Dietrich
Schuller identified a need for it and felt motivated to fill that need. The Executive Board
of the Association happily placed its seal of approval on such an undertaking. Helen Harri son' s
interest in Selection, similarly, is the main reason why this publication will also be published under IASA's imprint .
Individual inspiration then, not Association prescription, is at the root of our publications
programme. Where else and where next will this l ai s se z-faire policy lead us? The newer members of IASA, to whose energetic contributions at the Brussels ' conference I drew attention
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in my opening paragraph, may stimulate us to take on new projects. All members ought to be
encouraged by the pattern of our present programme's development, to feel that the Association
is lik ely to be persuaded to accept new proposals that are enthusiastically and cogently presented.
Some of the needs are clearly evident. In the field of cataloguing, for example, no pUblications have so far been considered nor any projects put forward. The legal basis of sound
archive work suffers from the availability of much specialised literature, but no major collection of relevant information may be found in a single volume. Different countries may
pursue radically different philosophies and totally opposing practices for the administration of sound recordings and there is still not a single published study of the cost-benefits
of anyone of the alternative models let alone a comparative analysis. IASA has but a single
monograph--on oral history--re1ating to the disciplines which draw on sound documentation
as a major source and this, perhaps, is the single most surprising deficiency.
This short list of fields in which there is a need for reference works of a good professional
standard could go on and on. I hope it may stimulate other members to give--through letters
to the Editor of the PHONOGRAPHIC BULLETIN perhaps--their own assessments of where the greatest needs lie and, better still, to offer to fill some of those needs which they identify.
To organisation and institutional finance officers, who have to be convinced that there is a
real case for paying membership subscriptions to international associations, and to cynics
who see attendance at international conferences as expensive disruptions to the routine work
of their archives, an association's best answer is to publish. This, surely, is what international bodies such as IASA are primarily for--to register and to distribute individual or
collective knowledge that serves a community of interest. How else may associations demonstrate or justify their professional existence? There is an obligation that, from the otherwise purely vaporous meeting places where we congregate, ideas should germinate, plans be laid
and publi ca tions appear. This i s how an Association is best able to serve the majority of its
members who are unable to attend an nual conferences and to offer more widely something of substance in the field of archivism that IASA exists to fo ster and to develop.
A relevant publications programme is a raison d ' etre of the Association. If the past pattern
of its formulation remains the same in the future, th en exactly what the character of our
programme will be depends largely on the enthusiasms and interests of individual members.
It will be interesting to see what this creative anarchy may reveal!

D. L.
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Annual Meeting, Brussels, July 1982
MINUTES OF THE GENERAL
1.

ASSEt~IBLY,

7 JULY 1982

President's Address
David Lance welcomed delegates to the IASA Conference in Brussels and extended a particular
welcome to an observer, Brigitte van der Elste, the Executive Secretary of FIAF, and to
three members of IASA, from Australia (Peter Burgis and Val Napthine) and New Zealand (Jim
Su11ivan), attending their first IASA conference. The President moved acceptance of the
minutes of the Budapest assemblies and these were agreed as an accurate record.
The President asked members to consider the question of conference organization and costs
and raised several issues the membership might like to comment upon. Are the programs
and events satisfactory or relevant? Are the prices for participation and extra events
reasonable or acceptable and should they be charged separately or absorbed into the participation fee? Any comments on the costs or content of the conference should be addressed
to the General Secretary.
Moving to the Washington Conference in 1983, David Lance reminded members that there is a
standing invitation for members to propose any subjects they would like to see included
in future conference programs and the Board also invited papers from members. A feature
of the Washington Conference would be a session presented by ARSC (Association for Recorded
Sound Collections) detailing the foundation, development and future plans of ARSC and an
exposition of the Triple-A project--a major project administered by ARSC to produce a
union cata10g of pre-LP recordings held at the Library of Congress, the New York Public
Library and the Universities of Stanford, Syracuse and Yale.
The President outlined the publications program of IASA. In Budapest, Brussels and Washington sessions on selection are to be held and the Board has decided to use the papers
as a basis for a special publication on Selection. The General Secretary has agreed to
edit the publication. The PHONOGRAPHIC BULLETIN is constantly looking for material to
publish and Oavid Lance urged the membership to contribute articles on their work for
publication.
Sound Archive programs: a guide to their Planning, Organization and Management, a publication edited by the President has been sent in draft to Unesco for consideration as a
joint publication.
The Directory of Member Archives is now in camera-ready copy and thanks were due to Grace
Koch for all her efforts in seeing the Directory through to its present phase.
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At Budapest Rolf Schuursma announced in his presidential address that IASA had resubmitted
its application for Grade B associate status of Unesco. The position is that on October
4, 1979 our Grade B application was submitted; on July 6,1980 the application was rejected
by Unesco; on April 19, 1981 Rolf Schuursma wrote asking Unesco to reconsider its decision.
There have been no further developments. The Board has now decided to defer reapplication
until we are confident that we have a strong enough case to ensure acceptance; we have
more information about the workload a Grade B status will impose on IASA and we have the
administrative capacity to handle the workload.
In conclusion David Lance mentioned a long-standing project of the Association to make
an international survey of the broadcasting and recording of parliamentary proceedings.
This year the Board received an offer from Jonathan Morgan, head of the Parliamentary
Sound Archive in London to carry on the work initiated by Timothy Eckersley. The survey
will be carried out and a report prepared by Jonathan Morgan before the end of 1983 .
2.

General Secretary's Report
He1en Harrison reported that the work of the association since Budapest had concentrated
on one or two major projects, a developing publications program and the preparation of
the conference program in Brussels.
One of the major projects involved the Constitutional amendments which have now been
debated by the National Branches and the Working Group. Amendments will be drawn up for
Articles 9 and 11 and the by-laws to article 9 all dealing with Mational Branches and
Affiliated organizations. In addition the Board is considering the electoral procedures
and in particular a postal ballot for elections. Because some areas of the constitution
are to be changed substantially the Board will take the opportunity to write in some
necessary administrative changes, particularly some rewordings in the role and responsibilities of the expanded Secretariat. The Board is hopeful that all these amendments
wil l be drawn up for presentation to the membership in time for discussion, voting and
ratification in Washington.
The General Secretary then reported further details of the publications program. An upto-date list of members was sent with a recent issue of the PHONOGRAPHIC BULLETIN . The
more detailed Directory of Member Archives has now been completely revised by Grace Koch.
Grace reported that there are 168 full entries in the new edition (115 entries in the
first edition) and that the Directory is current to 1981 . The Directory should be ready
for distribution to all paid-up members of IASA by the beginning of September.
He1en Harrison drew the attention of members to the list of recently published material
compiled by Joel Gardner in the latest issue of the PHONOGRAPHIC BULLETIN . The Board
has asked Hans Bosma of the Netherlands to look into the possibilities of producing a
bibliography of sound archive publications to complement this listing. Hans Bosma reported
that he was asked to investigate whether the use of computerized bibliographic data bases
could be of any help in finding literature within the scope of IASA and if so to compile
a bibliography with the results of an on-line literature search. The data bases which
yielded the most relevant abstracts were LISA (350 references) and RILM (152 references)
although the highest proportion of relevant references came from RILM. Hans recommended
that the list of references compiled to date should be published and updated at regular
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intervals. He also recommended a further analysis of sources to be made to discover
more references. Helen Harrison then outlined proposals for publishina the bibliography.
A listing of the bibliographic description with subject and author indexes will appear
in a future issue of the PHONOGRAPHIC BULLETIN and at a later date when the abstracts
have been cleared for copyright it is hoped to issue a special publication of the bibliography including descriptions, abstracts and indexes. The bibliography will be updated by Joel Gardner's column of recent publications.
In addition to the Unesco relations outlined by the President, the General Secretary
mentioned current relations with several other non-Governmental organizations including
FIAF, FIAT, ICA and ICA . These NGOs are all members of the Round Table of the AV Media
and IASA has been represented at their meetings by Ro1f Schuursma. Rolf indicated that
one of the major concerns of the AV Round Table is in improving conditions for archivists
and librarians in the Third World. The next meeting of the AV Round Table is to be in
October in the Hague.
IASA has been asked to participate in other conferences throughout the year. These conferences include:
- Unesco Safeguarding of folklore, held in Paris, February, 1982. Three members attended,
Trefor Owen of the Welsh Folk Museum, Paul Rovsing-Olsen of the Danish Folklore Archive
and Oietrich Schu11er;
-The IFLA/UNESCO meeting in Paris, t4ay, 1982. Our representative was Marie-France
Calas of the Phonotheque Nationa1e. A report appeared in the PHONOGRAPHIC BULLETIN,
no. 33;
-The World Intellectual Property Organization commlttee meeting of government experts
on copyright was held in Paris in June;
-Also in June the Records and Archives Management Programme (RAMP) was held in Berlin
and Dr . Heinz Lanzke of the Oeutsches Musikarchiv represented IASA.
Invitations continue to come in and the General Secretary asked members to assist the
Board in representing IASA if they are asked to attend one of these many relevant meetings.
4.

Treasurer's Report
U1f Scharlau presented the financial account:
Receipts
Balance 1 July 1981
Membership dues
Bank interests
Expenditures
Postal rates
Translations and typing
Phonographic Bulletin printing
Editing costs
Research fees
Congress Budapest
Repayment of dues
Bank rates
Envelopes, leaflets, printing
IFLA subscription

28,219
12,402
1,901
42,522

OM
OM
OM
OM

2,658 OM

1,723 OM

2,003 OM
2,206 OM
269 OM
575 O~'
31 OM
16 OM
814 OM
460 DM
10,755 OM
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Balance at 1 June 1982
Credits
Debits

42,522 OM
10,755 DM
31,767 OM

Commenting on the accounts, the Treasurer asked members to note that although the financial situation looked healthy, certain factors have changed in the past year which would
have a direct effect on the association's financial position. Although membership has
continued to increase there are some 5,000 OM outstanding in members dues. Mail, translation and other service costs have risen. Also IASA's publications program was drawing
more heavily on eXisting funds, although it was hoped to recover some of this in sales
at a later date. The Treasurer wanted to inform members that an increase in dues was
inevitable and that he would probably be making proposals for increases in time for consideration in Washington.
5.

t~embersh i p Secreta ry' s Report
The Membership Secretary reported that IASA membership stands at 336 members, 154 institutional and 182 individual members plus 24 subscribers to the BULLETIN. The total rise
in membership from July 1981 was 51 members. The Australian branch had been the most
effective in recruiting members and the Membership Secretary has contacted over sixty
different broadcasting stations in the first attempt at a recruitment drive.

The Membership Secretary now has the responsibility for collecting outstanding dues.
The Treasurer sends an invoice to all members in the autumn for the following year and
a first reminder in January of the financial year in question. After three months the
Membership Secretary receives a list of outstanding dues and sends a reminder to recalcitrant members: payment within three months or membership will be terminated. The
Board receives the list for final decision about termination.
Finally the Membership Secretary returned to the question of a recruitment drive and reminded members that it was not possible for one person to carry out grand scale recruitment and asked for assistance in decentralizing the membership drive. He urged all members to try and recruit further members in their own country.
6.

Editor's Report
The Editor reported on the publication of the PHONOGRAPHIC BULLETIN since Budapest.
There have been three issues and developments which have been decided for the contents
will appear in the next few issues. Already the BULLETIN carries a Reviews and Recent
Publications column contributed by Joel Gardner and the Editor asked the membership to
send any suitable material to Joel for inclusion. The President had agreed to contribute a column on the work and aims of the Association and the first one should appear in
the next issue. The Editor has also decided to invite 'guest' editors for issues on
particular topics and Dietrich Schuller has agreed to edit a technical issue early in
1983, and Ulf Scharlau to edit an issue devoted to IAML/IASA Joint committee interests
with a report on a survey into the use of EOP in sound archives. Peter Burgis of Australia has agreed to contribute a News and Notes column to future issues.
The Editor also noted her concern to increase the standing of the BULLETIN by improving
the format and printing although this was a long-term goal. In conclusion the Editor
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urged members . to contribute material about their own archives, or current projects of
work which would have a wider appeal to the membership . Much of the material published
in the BULLETIN came from conference papers, but work outside the conference topics was
of equal interest and all contributions would be welcomed.
7.

Committee Reports
(i)
IAML/IASA Joint Committee
Ulf Scharlau reported briefly on the program in Brussels and recommended that the session
on EDP was taken up by the Cataloging Committee, particul arly for Hashington. The IAML/
IASA session for Washington will concentrate on the Selection of popular music material
and include papers from a national archive speaker, a radio archive and a teaching institution. The session will be chaired by the Vice-President of the committee, Derek Lewis.
(ii)

Cataloging Committee
Anne Eugene reported on the committee membership. After Budaoest two additional
members were invited to join the committee, Diana Hull of the British Institute
of Recorded Sound and Helmut Kowar from the Austrian Phonogrammarchiv. Eckehard
Baer of the Deutsches Musikarchiv has joined the committee in Brussels. Alexander
Jansen had to resign as Secretary, but will remain a member of the committee.
The economic difficulties and personnel impeachments prevented three members attending the Brussels conference and Anne Eugene expressed concern for the j./ashington
meeting.
Nevertheless the committee had a useful closed session devoted to questions of
ISBD (NBM) revision and a further informal meeting was to be held with the IAt1L/
IASA member of the IFLA committee for ISBD (NBM) revision. The open session in
Brussels was devoted to specialized problems of cataloging as an alternative to
the presentation of cataloging services in archives held in Budapest. Next year
the committee will return to the presentation of systems of cataloging probably
with a close look at the use of computer systems in cataloging.

(iii)

Copyright Committee
In the absence of a chairman for the committee Rolf Schuursma outlined the plans
made for revitalizing this committee. An open meeting was to be held in Brussels
chaired by Rolf to consider a paper prepared on the future membership and work
of the copyright committee . It was hoped to arrive at a statement of the aims
of the committee, to recruit members and an executive and draw up plans for future
work including the conference sessions in Washington.

(iv)

Technical Committee
Dietrich Schuller reported that Clifford Harkness had been aopointed as Secretary
of the Committee. Two new members of the committee were recruited in Brussels :
Jean-Marc Fontaine (Ministry of Culture, France) and Hans Schubert (Deutsches
Rundfunkarchiv) . During the past year, contacts were made with the Committee on
Sound Preservation in the USA and it was hoped that Bill Storm of Syracuse University would represent IASA's interests on this committee.
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The main subject for the session to be held in Brussels would be on the demonstration of the Philips compact audio disc. The item about the Lexikon pitch corrector had to be cancelled, but was to be held over for presentation at a later date .
In Washington the Technical committee hoped to present a double session devoted
to rerecording.
The Technical manual is in preparation and progressing; a chapter outline will be
settled shortly. It is hoped to include the ISO glossary of terms within the
manual.
Future plans of the committee are an investigat ion of LP preservation, archival
tape tests, research on stray magnetic fields and research on the use and abuse
of the cassette tape recorder.
(v)

Training Committee
Rainer Hubert reported on the committee's work in the past year. They had continued the training survey and Grace Koch had sent out a second questionnaire.
Results would be announced in the open session in Brussels. Prue Neidorf has been
collecting information about existing courses for training sound archivists and
related professionals. This work has had l ittle response to date but will be continued. The committee contacted other international me r ia organizations with a
view to cooperation in the area of training and again the response was disapPointing but the committee would persevere particularly in the contacts derived from
the Round Table of AV Media. Work for the future is to compile a subject core
of necessary training topics ("what every sound archivist should know") and try
to relate this to different types of sound archives such as a national archives,
record 1ibraries, oral history archives and so on. Another area of interest will
include compilation of a list of sound archives willing and able to receive trainees from Third World countries. Fu rther the committee is considerina a lonaer term
plan to produce a training manual.
In Washington there are plans to combine the open session of the committee with a
visit to the Archive of Folk Cu lture in the Library of Congress.

(vi)

National Branches Working Group
Grace Koch reported that the meeting in Brussels was attended by representatives
from Australia, Austria, France, the Netherlands, the UK, the Inter-~Iordic branch
and the IASA Board. Observers attended from Canada and Switzerland. The work of
the committee during the year had centered on the amendment to the Constitution
concerning the definition and status of the National Branches and affiliated
organizations. Rolf Schuursma prepared a draft amendment, incorporating suggestions put forward at last year's committee meeting in Budapest and this was circulated to the committee for comment. This year the committee meeting examined
the draft and decided to combine the Austral ian branch comments with the Board's
draft . The UK branch requested a by -l aw on the procedure of levying National
Branch dues and Rolf Schuursma ha s kindly agreed to prepare the amendment for presentation to the membership in time for di scussion and voting in Washington .

-10The NBWG encourages the formation of National Eranches and thi s year was del iqhted
to announce that an Inter-Nordic Branch has been formed.
Other discussion in the meeting centered around training for sound archivists
in the Third World. the exchang~ of Newsletters and information and recruitin9
new members. Special thanks were extended to Rolf Schuursrna for hi s work for
this committee.
8.

National Branch Reports
(i)
Australia
Peter Burgis reported that the Australian branch was formed four years ago and
today has 101 members of whom 85 are private members. About ninety people attended
the third annual confer ence which was held over a period of three days, and the
proceedings were recorded for poster i ty, as well as highlights being broadcast
by ABC radio . The membership elected twelve members to the committee for a twoyear term .
The branch has been producing a newsletter for more than two years and was given
responsibility for compiling the Directory of Member Archives for IASA and Peter
extended his congratulations to Grace Koch for carrying this work to a successful
conclusion with such efficiency.
The Australian branch has campaigned stron~l y to improve the sound archive situation in the country and made considerable progress in improving the acceptance
of sound preservation as an archival science . Much of their success he attributed
to the policy of recruiting the creators, the preservers and the users of sound
material .
(ii)

Austria
Rainer Hubert reported that the Association of Austrian Sound Archives has 32
members, both individual and institutional. The journal The Schallarchiv is published twice a year and has more than 100 subscribers. In the past year the
Association has continued to organize AV-media training courses for librarians.
The courses last for ten days and the main purpose is to show librarians how to
catalog AV-media. Recently the branch, in cooperation with the Austrian UNISI ST
committee on AV training, started to build up a program for comprehensive professional training for AV-media archivists. This policy corresponds with the preparations of the Association of Austrian Sound Archives to become an association
of media archives, something which may occur i n the autumn of 1932.

(iii)

France
Marie-France Calas presented a report from Jean-Claude Bouvier that AFAS had held
a meeting in December 1981 to consider progress of discussions underway on the
project for setting up a regional network of sound archives. AFAS asked for a
meeting with the Minister of Culture on this question and on the 1st February
1982 a delegation of J. C. Bouvier, M.-F. Calas and Ph. Joutard were received by
r~inistry officials and consequently at the suggestion of the Ministl'y a sub-committee was formed to make recommendations for establishing regiona l sound archive s .

"'- - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
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This sub-committee suggested that projects were established in three regions:
Poitou-Charentes, Midi-Pyrenees, and Provence-Cote d'Azur and they are now engaged
in drawing up concrete plans for these archives. Other activities of AFAS reflect
their preoccupation with this major project. The bulletin Sonorites continues the
debate and is published with generous support from the Bibliotheque Nationale.
Inevitably in the coming months the project will continue to be the center of
AFAS activities. But work is also continuing on the legal problems posed for
sound archivists particularly with regard to contracts for deposit. AFAS hopes
to make some progress towards actual legislation. Finally, important though these
projects are, AFAS does not forget that it is affiliated to the international
Association and hopes to be able to contribute its experience in the realm of
regional archives for the benefit of the whole IASA membership.
(iv)

The Netherlands
Hans Bosma, Secretary of the Netherlands branch reported that they have 21 individual members and had met twice since Budapest. The Netherlands branch has an
informal nature and their meetings are based on a visit to the host archive plus
an exchange of information and views. At the last meeting the branch had discussed the possibilities of and the need for a National Sound Archive. The first
attempt to acquire funds for this project has failed due to lack of money but the
idea has not been abandoned and the interest of member archives will continue to
press for this. Hans ended his report with a plea that thought should be given
in the coming years on managing archives and libraries in the most efficient and
economic way, so that IASA is not the International Association of Survived Archives, but the International Association of Surviving Archives.

(v)

The United Kingdom
Helen Harrison reported that the UK branch now stands at some 26 institutional
and personal members. In the past year activities have been modest, but included
the annual general meeting and two issues of the branch Newsletter. The AGM was
held in the North West Sound Archives and included an illuminating visit and talk
by the archivist on the history, origins and materials of the archive--material
which ranges from the moon echoes of the Jodrell Bank radio telescope to an interview with the man who wrote the first computer program in the world. There was
also a demonstration of computer cataloging and retrieval using a regional computer center. Elections held at the meeting confirmed the officers of the group
for the next year and the meeting continued on the subject of constitutional amendments of IASA as requested by the NBWG. In view of the proposed changes to the
IASA constitution, members of the UK branch have deferred their own constitution,
relying instead on some guidelines for branch elections until the main constitution is complete. During the forthcoming year we hope to recruit more members
and consider holding more frequent meetings to improve the cohesion of the branch.
In order to do this we are also conSidering levying an independent subscription
to fund the necessary administration costs. To date we have relied on member
institutions and especially office holder's institutions to subsidize our activi-
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ties,but few of these willing institutions exist. With a small income the branch
may be able to call on more people to hold office without recourse to the undignified coercion methods used in the past .
(vi)

Inter-Nordic
Anna-Maria Foyer gave a very short report from a very young national branch. The
broadcasting companies in Denmark, Norway and Sweden had one meeting to draw up
lines of work, but it is important to point out that the branch will not be a
broadcasting branch--it had to start somewhere and the opportunity arose in the
broadcasting area.
The Scandanavian broadcasting companies will be asked to contact institutions,
libraries, museums, and universities with sound archives asking for additional
members. The next meeting of the branch will be held in Copenhagen in the autumn.

9.

Future Conferences
The General Secretary reported that next year the Conference will be held in Washington,
D.C. from the 8th to 13th May. Organization is already well in hand by our American
colleagues.
The conference will be based in a hotel complex in the Washington area and the opening
sessions plus some of the extra events will be held in the Library of Congress.
The IASA program will be formulated as soon as we can draw breath from this one in Brussels, but already several of the committees have answered the plea to prepare their programs and we have seen some of them outlined in this Assembly. The main session will
continue the theme of Selection and we also have the ARSC program. The preliminary program will be available before the end of the year.
In addition to the sessions we also plan to continue with a visits program for IASA member ~
and the Library of Congress and the National Archives offer us an excellent opportunity.
The extra events program planned for Washington will be of wide rangin~ interest with some·
thing for everyone.
After Washington the conference of 1984 was to have been held in East Berlin, but there
is now a suggestion that this may be postponed until 1985 and the 1984 conference held
in Italy.

10.

Any Other Business
A suggestion came from the floor that at future conferences some effort should be made
to avoid a clash in working sessions of committees. Members would often be interested
in attending more than one of these sessions as an observer. While sympathizin9 with
this view the General Secretary pointed out that our programs are becoming very full
and clashes are unavoidable. The working sessions are the only sessions in which we
should allow such coincidence but she would try to avoid too many clashes of interest
in the future.
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The General Secretary me nt i oned the introducti on of an informal exhibition in Bru ssel s .
It was hoped to widen this exhibition next year and members are invited to consider contributi ng mate rial s to a l arger exhibition in Washington .
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TRAINING COMMITTEE APPEAL
The Training Committee of IASA would like your help in compiling a list of sound archive s who
are will.ing to accept trainees from Third World countries. An important development for IASA
in the last tew years nas oeen t.ne
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This is remarkable and very pleasing because sound archives in these regions have an essential
role to play in preserving cultural lore and in furthering cultural development generally.
While IASA should be gratified by the increase in membership it must be recognized that gratitude is not enough. Special problems exist and one of these is in the area of the education
and training of the sound archivists who work in these countries.
The Training Committee has already received several requests from these countries asking about
the poss ibilities of obtaining traineeships in competent sound archives and has been able to
.arrange placement. Unesco has also asked for our help in improving traininn possibilities and
placing trainees.
The most effective and efficient way of furthering training for Third Horld sound archivists
seems to us to offer traineeships in competent and willing sound archives. As the needs of
trainees vary according to the field of sound archivism they are working in, it is necessary to
have the cooperation of all types of sound archives--ethnology archives, record libraries,
national and broadcasting archives. We would like to compile a list of sound archives of
different types and of different geographic locations to enable us to cope with each request
in the most adequate way.
In order to carry through such a scheme, however, we need your cooperation. This is the reason
for the first appeal here in the BULLETIN: to ask for your help . We would appreciate it very
much if all members archives willing to help in this enterprise would contact us. If your
archive would be willing and able to take a trainee for a period of time, please let us know.
It would be most useful if you could let us know the duration and content of possible trainee
programs in the archive in question, as well as an indication as to whether any financial support could be offered to the trainees.
Pl ease send your letter to this address:
Dr. Rainer Hubert,
(Chaiman of the Training Committee, IASA)
Osterreichische Phonothek,
Webgasse 2a
A-1060 Wien
Austria
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NATIONAL BRANCH REPORTS
AUSTRALIA
Prior to the Branch's establ ishment four years ago, there was only a handful of private members
and no institutional members. Today the Australian Branch Comprises 101 members of whom 85
are private members. There are sixteen institutional members.
In May of this year we conducted our Third Annual Conference, which was held in Canberra.
About ninety people attended the conference with an average attendance of fifty to eighty
persons per session. During the course of the three days the conference program presented
twelve major papers as well as both a technical forum and a discographical session. The
Australian conference was opened by Mr. Harrison Bryan, Director-General of The National
Library of Australia, and was addressed by Dr. David Armstrong, General Manager. Australian
Bicentennial Authority. A special guest from overseas was Mr . Jim Sullivan, Radio Archivist.
Radio New Zealand.
The proceedings of the conference were recorded, permitting members who were unable to attend
to obtain copies and allowing us to preserve the papers in the National Library. The complete
proceedings of all our conferences have been recorded.
Highlights of the conference were broadcast nationall y by ABC Radio (with an estimated listenin g
audi ence of half a million people), and substantial press publicity was obtained relating to
the problem of preserving our sound history. An election of officers took place at the conference during which twelve members were elected to the national committee for a two-year term.
Eight of the previous committee members were re-elected and four new members were chosen.
am pleased to report that five members of IASA (Australia) are at this conference . Regional
meetings (informal get-togethers) were held in Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra, Adelaide and Hobart.
We have produced a quarterly newsletter for more than two years. Issue No. 9 is now available.
Our editor, Dr. Moyle, is present and would be pleased to advise you on subscription details.
The Australian Branch was given the responsibility this year of producing the International
Directory of Members. This task has been carried out most efficiently and energetically by
Grace Koch . This will be by far the most comprehensive directory published by our association
and I extend my congratulations and thanks to Grace for a job well done.
The Australian Branch of IASA has campaigned strongly to improve the sound archiving situation
in our country. While we are seen as a moderate and responsible group we have not hesitated
to liase with politicians and institutional administrations in order to rectify shortcomings
in staffing. funding, and resources of sound archives. In some instances we have been forced
to publicly criticize what we considered lack of concern for preservation of sound documents.
This approach has made us well-known in a short time in the sound recording and library world.
our views having been voiced several times on national television. Consequently, many pol iticians
are aware of our existence, as is the media and record industries.
IASA (Australia) has made considerable progress in elevating the acceptance of sound preservation as an archival science, and has induced several institutions to form sound archives.
Our success is the result of the skill s obtained by crea - ing a broad membership base (BMB)
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which includes sound archives, sound librarians, oral hi storians, non-oral historians, private
archivists or record collectors (ranging from carpenters to surgeons , denti sts and lawyers).
broadcast er s (Radio and Telev i sion), film makers, performing artists, musicologists, edicationalists and members of the media world including advertising agencies, journal ists and, of course,
the reco rding industry . We have gathered together the creator s of sound, the pr eser ve r s of
sound, and the users of sound.
I do not need to remind you that all three groups are interdependent : if no one created sound
recordings we would be redundant, if no one used sound recordings we would become obsolete.
IASA has very strong ties with the broadcasting industry~-which is desirable and proper. In
future years I would recommend we establish much closer links with the record manufacturing
industry, whose current representation in our ranks is limited. From our own eXDerience I
recommend the BMB system (Broad Membership Base) which, if pursued, will enrich your own sound
archiving life, ~ust as it wi1i enrich the lives of the new member you introduce to IASA.
In conclusion, I wish to thank the Executive Board of IASA for their cooperation and support
during our formative years.
P. Burgis, Chairman
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FRANCE, ACTIVITES DE L'ASSOCIATION FRANCAISE D'ARCHIVES SONORES
Six mois i peine se sont ~coul!s depuis notre derni~re Assembl~e G~n~rale, qui eut lieu dans
ces memes locaux du Mus~e des A.T.P. l e 4 d~cembre 1981. Six mois, c'est peu pour faire l e
bilan des activit~s d'une Association; et pourtant il est vraisemblable que cette periode,
malgre les diff iculte s auxque ll es nous avons ete confrontes, aura !t! decisive pour 1 'avenir
des Archives sonores en FrancE. Elle a en effet ete consacree, pour 1 'essentiel, i tenter de
faire aboutir les projets concernant les Phonotheques Regionales dont les grandes 1 ignes
avaient He definies au cours de 1 'annee 1981, presentees dans un rapport adresse l e 27
octobre a M. Le Ministre de la Culture et commentees ici meme lors de 1 'Assembl~e general e
du 4 decembre dernier.
Avant d'engager l es discussion s avec le Ministere de la Culture, il etait necessaire d'avoir
de s idees plus precises sur la marche a suivre, et d'abord de provoquer un debat avec les
Archivistes, dont le besoin s'etait fair particulierement sentir lors de la journee d'etudes
du 16 mai 1981 a Aix. C'est ainsi qu 'un e reunion entre des representants de 1 'AFAS et de
1 'Association des Archivistes Fran~ais (AFB), qui a eu lieu des le 5 decembre, a abouti a la
formation d'un groupe de travail mixte AFAS - AFB . Ce groupe, estimant necessaire qu'une demarche
soit entreprise au Ministere de le Culture pour faire creer les phonotheques regionales dans
le cadre plus large des Mediatheques, a propose, dans sa seance du 15 decembre 1981, que soit
demandee au Ministere de la Culture la constitution d'une Commission chargee d'approfondir
le projet, d'etudier de pres un certain nombre de questions fondamentales et de soutenir un
certain nombre d'operations pilotes.
C'est sur cette base-la qu'en janvier 1982, 1 'AFAS a demande de rencontre des representants
qual ifies du Ministere de la Culture. Le premier fevrier, une delegation de 1 'AFAS, composee
de J. C. Bouvier, M.- F. Calas et Ph. Joutard a ete re\;ue d'abord oar Mme Colin-Goguel, con seiller technique aupres du Ministre, puis par M. Gattegno, Directeur du Livre. Les resultants
de ces deux entrevues ont eti~ positifs: l a volonte de 1 'AFAS de decentral iser 1es Archives
sonores et en meme temps de creer un resea u de phonotheques regionales, a paru suffisamment
heureuse aux representants du Ministere pour qu'ils donnent leur accord a la constitution d'un
groupe technique et se montrent favorables a 1 'idee d'encourager des maintenant des experiences
r~gionales.

a

Pour concr~tiser ces propositions,
1 'initiative de Mme Levy, chef de la Mission du Patrimoine,
que soutient activement depuis le debut notre projet, deux reunions ont ensuite ete organisees,
les 29 mars et 17 mai 1982, au Ministere, entre des representants de 1 'AFAS et des representants
de s differents secteurs de la Culture concernes: Mission du Patrimoine, Direction du Livre,
Mi ss ion du D~veloppement Culture l , Direction de la Musique, Direction des Archives. 11 a
ain si ~te decide, le 17 mai, que 1 'AFAS demanderait le plus tot possible un credit special au
Mini s t~re de l a Culture pour la constitution d'une Mission technique, que serait chargee pendant
s ix moi s ou un an d'envisager 1 'ensemble des problemes tech ni ques et administratifs pos~s par
1 'implantation des phonotheques regionales, de suivre de pres les projets en cours de realisation, en liaison etroite avec les personnes chargees des etudes prealables dans les regions
concernees, d'organiser enfin la concertation entre ces projets.
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Une note demandant des credits a ete immediatement redigee a 1 ' intention du ~1inistre de la
Culture. La Mission techni ~ ue de 1 'AFAS devrait apporter dans 1 'immediat son appui aux projets si tue s dans 1es regions de: Poitou-Charentes, Midi-Pyrenees, et Provence-Cote-d'Azur,
dans 1esq ue11es des actions sont de ja engagees. L'Assemb1ee genera1e devra discuter de ce projet.
Pendant ce premier semestt'e de 1982 , 1es autres activites de l'AFAS ont eu 0enera1ement une
relation directe avec cett e question des Phonotheques regionales. C'est ainsi que les rencontres "sur le terrain" auxquelles 1 'AFAS a participe, ont ete organisees dans cette oerspective:
en fevrier, la tenue du Conseil d'Administration de l'AFAS a Poitiers a permis une discussion
publique fructueuse av ec 1 'UPCP sur la future Phonotheque Regionale de POitou-Charente ; et de
meme, la journee d'etude s qui a eu lieu a Alen<;on, le 2 avril 1982, a 1 'occasion de 1 'inauguration de la Section d'Archives Sonores des Archives Departementales de 1 'Orn e , a ete pour 1 ' A.FAS
1 'occasion de mieux connaitre les richesses et l es pos s ibilites regionales et d'engager le
debat sur le s problemes poses par la creation d'une Phonotheque Regionale.
11 n'e st pas jusqu'au Bulletin de 1 'AFAS So norit es , qui n'ait ete accapare par ces preoccupations: l e dernier numero , publ i e en mars 1982, cantient l e t exte des commun i cations et interventions de la journee d'etudes du 16 mai 1981, qu i a donne veritablement l e coup d'envoi au
pro jet de phonotheques reg ional es. Apres des peripeties, le s annees precedentes, ce Bu ll et in
de 1 ' AFAS paralt maintenant d'une fa~ on reguli ere grace au devouement et a la competence de
M. Monneraye et a la generosite de l a Biblioth eque nat i ona le. Mais i l ne pourra contin uer a
vi vre que s ' i 1 est assure du concours actif de tous 1es adherents de l ' AFAS et de ceux qui
s'interessent a notre action que nou s soyon s conservateurs, collectionneurs, chercheurs, producteurs, etc., nous avons tous des idees ou des informations a communiquer Dour al i menter les
colonnes de So norites.
PROJETS DE L"AFAS
11 est evident que, dans les mois a ve nir, ce projet de phonotheques regionale s va continuer
a etre au centre des activites de 1 'AFAS: si la mission techni que peut et re mise sur pied,
comme nous 1 'esperans, il faudra en suivre de pres le deroulement, favoriser la concertation
entre les premieres operations envisagees, assurer la liaison avec le Ministere de la Culture
et les in stances reg ionale s , de fa~on a ce que, des 1983, les premieres realisations co ncretes
soient engagees avec les moyens necessa ires.
Les moyens: <;a veu.t dire, en particulier, un personnel qualifie. De ce point de vue-la, 1 'AFAS
doit poursuivre sa reflexion et so n action pour que soient mieux definies les profes sion s des
"documentalistes du son", aux differents niveaux (categori es A, B, c, D) et mises en plac e
les formations scientifiques et techniques adequates.
Dans un autre ordre d'idees, 1 'AFA S doit aussi poursuivre les travaux qu ' elle a didii commences
sur les problemes juridiques poses par l es Arch i ves Sonores .Des propos iti ons prec ises devront
etre faites sans trap tarder, d'une part pour ameli orer l es contrat s de ce ss 10n existants, a
la lumi~re de 1 'exp~rience acqui se, d' autre part, pour essayer de f aire pro0resser la l~gis

lation actuelle .

Grandes responsabilites que 1 'AFAS ne peut pas esqu iv er!
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Enfin, pour importants qu'ils soient, nos projet s de creation et nos problemes juridiques ne
doivent pas nous faire oublier que 1 'AFAS es t affiliee it une grande Association Internationale,
IASA, avec laquelle nous devons tro uve r le moye n d'instaurer une collaboration plus etroite et
plus efficace. Au mois de juil l et prochain se tiendra a Bruxelles le Congr~s annuel de IASA :
1 ' AFAS y sera repr§sentee . Mais cette pr§sence, tout a fait indis pensable, ne su ffit pas .
11 faudrait sans doute que nous soyions capables de designer it 1 'interieur de 1 ' AFAS une sorte
de correspondant attitre de IASA, qui nous permette d'etre mieux informes du travail i mportan t
qu i a et§ real i se aI' et rcl nger, dans 1e doma i ne des phonotheques re gi ona 1es notamment, et en
meme temps, de nourrir la reflexion de 1 'organisation internationale de nos propres exoer i ences.
Apres deux ans et cinq mois d'existence, 1 'AFAS a acquis en France une repr§sentativite et
une notori§te que montre as sez bien la diversite de s adherents. 11 sera it, certes, bien presomptueux de dire qu ' en s i peu de temps, nous avons reellement satisfait le s beso ins qu i ont
mot ive la creation de 1 ' AFAS et attire vers nous tant de personnes ou in stitutions preoccupee s
par les problemes de constitution et de developpement de fonds d'archives sonores. L'inventaire
des riche sses existantes est loin d'etre termine , meme s i nous pouvons nous flatter d'avoir
publie une premiere "li ste des collections de pho nogrammes conserves en France"; le s problemes
juridiques ou deontologiques sont mainte nant bien cernes , ma i s sont loin d'etre resol us; les
phonotheques regionales en sont encore a 1 ' etat de projets. Mais je crois que nous sommes
alles dans la bonne voie, en tout cas, dans l a voie des principes selon lesquel s 1 'AF /\S a ete
creee, en favorisant l a decentral i sat ion des archive s sonores en France et en prenant des
initiatives pour que cette decentra li sation s 'in scrive dans les faits. Rien n'est encore joue:
il depend certes des regions que les pro j ets envisages voient le jour. Mais il est de l a
responsab ili te de 1 'ensemble des adherents de 1 ' AFAS que les nombreux problemes poses par
1 ' extension des archives sonOI'es en France soient pris en compte d'une fa~on serieuse et durable
pour une reelle mise en valeur du patrimonie sono re des regions de France .
Jean-Claude Bouvier, President
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NETHERLANDS
In the past year our branch, consisting of 21 individual members, had two meetinos: one on
November 6 and one on May 27.
As you may know, our Branch--at least as long as we are allowed t o call i t a b r an c h- - ha s a
very informal character. No dues have been asked and no newsletter is available. Most of the
time an important part of the meeting is a visit to the host archive, museum or library .
Exchanging information is the main purpose of our activities. Each meeting has one point on
the agenda which gives the members the opportunity for a brief and specific comment about
developments in their organization or institute.
Information is then given about new collections, equipment, service, cooperation between organizations and , last but not least, about the difficulties related to economic recession.
Financial and staffing problems have been mentioned rather often.
In our last meeting on May 27, we discussed for the first time the possibilities of and the
need for a National Sound Archive. A committee, in which our National Branch was not officially
represented, presented a report to the government in April this year . The report included a
req uest for a financial commitment from the government of one million guilders (initial cost).
Unfortunately, this request was turned down due to a lack of funds. The committee which is
responsible for this report has a broad basis. Representatives of the NVPI (Dutch branch of
the IFPI), performing artists, government bodies and archives had their influence in the discu ssion. The NVPI was especially cooperative . Composed of record manufacturers , the NVPI
offered two free copies of all recordings that fall under the proposed selection criteria of
t he archive. Naturally, the majority of the holding s of a National Archive would be commercial
records. Non-commercial recordings were, however, not excluded. This report may be seen as
an addition to the so-called SAVA note written in 1977 which was concerned with proper archiving
procedures and the need for public availability of non-commercial recordings.
Our Dutch branch has 21 members (one more than last year), in which the main archives are
represented. Hopefully we will grow in the near future (one more each year) for only intensive
communication between our organizations can give us a chance of surviving these bad times .
When commercial organizations can only survive by strategic planning and cutting costs, noncommercial and sometimes inefficient libraries and archives have to deliver a double effort .
My idea is that a topic for the next years should be: How to manage our archives and libraries
in the most efficient and economic way.
Let IASA not be the International Association of Survived Archives
ciation of Surviving Archives

but

the International Asso-

H. Bosma, Secretary
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UNITED KINGDOM
The UK branch now stands at some 26 institutional and personal members. During the past year
act ivities have been very modest, but have included the issue of two Newsletters, one edited
by Laura Kamel of the Imperial War Museum and the most recent (hot off the press, edited by
th e new Editor). We hav e also had the annual general meeting ably organized by Bill Linnard,
~he retiring Secretary of the UK branch.
The Annual General meet in g i s usually held in a different lo ca tion each year giving members a
chance to sample the wide variety of archives which make up the membership of the branch.
This year it was held at the North West Sound Arch i ves hous ed in an impressive Norman castle
overlooking the town of Clitheroe in the Ribble Valley, an area of England which proved a very
pleasant surprise to many people present. The area of England is always regarded as a wildernes s of industry and rain by those who do not know it. The day included a talk by Ken Hovlarth,
the archivist, about the hi story and origins of the North West Sound Archive, illustrated
with extracts of tape recordings of local subjects ranging from the Peterloo massacre, through
the medical use of leeches to mo on echoes from the Jodrell bank radio telescope and an interview with Tom Kilburn, the man who wrote the first computer program in the world. Later we had
a demonstration of one way to clean dirt from the grooves in discs and finally a demonstration
of comp uter cataloging and retrieval of archive tape using the Manchester University regional
computer cen tre. We hope t o persua de the NWSA to write on this system for both our Newsletter
and the PHONOGRAPHIC BULLETIN.
At the business meeting the UK branch held its election s and confirmed myself as Chairman of
the branch for another year. Alison Johnston of the BBC Sound Archives was elected Secretary
and Chris Clark of BIRS was elected editor of the Newsletter. The proposals for constitutional
amendmen ts were discussed and subsequently each member of IASA UK received the detailed Droposals
for consideration and comment. I was able to bring the reactions of the UK branch to the meet in g yesterday of the National Branches Working Group where they were considered to~ether with
other branches reaction s.
La st year at the General Assembly we reported th at the UK branch was co nsidering a constitution.
In view of the possible changes to the IASA constitution we have instead drawn up a set of guidelines for branch election purposes rather than a full constitution, and agreed to reconsider
a constitution for the branch once the IASA debate is concluded.
During the forthcoming year we are going to attempt to recruit more members and consider holding more frequent meetings. The membership gets together only once a year at present and it
i s hoped that if we can support more meetings, the re will be more cohesion in the branch. In
order to organize more meetings we are also considering levying an independent subscription to
fund the necessary administration cos ts. To date we have relied on the member institutions
and especially the office holder' s institutions. Few of these can support the branch and we
are therefore restricted to drawing our officers from only a few willing institution s. With
a sma ll income the branch might find itself able to call on ma ny more people to fill the offices
of the Chairman, Secretary and Editor without recourse to the rather undignified coercion methods we have used in the past.

-22The next AGM of the UK branch is to be held a few weeks before the main Wash inqton confere nce
and we will hope to report back to yo u on any orogres s we have made .
Helen Harrison, Chairman
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MINUTES OF THE NATIONAL BRANCHES HORKING GROUP
Present:

Hans Bosma
Peter Burgi s
Marie-France Calas
Anna Maria Foyer
Marit Grimstad
Helen Harrison
Rainer Hubert
Grace Koch
Alice Moyle
Ro If Schuursma

Netherl ands
Austral ia
France
Nordic Branch
Nordic Branch
United Kingdom
Austria (Secretary)
Australia (Chairman)
Australia
(for IASA Boa rd)

Observers:

Ernest Di ck
Hans-Rudolf Durrenmatt
Adrian Schumacher
Ekkehard Baer (absent)
Don Roberts

Canada
Switzerland
Switzerland
BRD
(USA - ARSC)

1.

The minutes of the Budapest National Branches Working Group were ratified by acclamation.

2.

National Branches and Affiliated Organizations in Australia, Austria, France, the Netherlands, the Nord ic Branch, and the U.K. gave their reports. A special welcome was extended
to the new Nordic Branch. Observers from Canada and Switzerla nd were invited to give brief
resumes of the position of sound archives within their countries.
An appeal was made by Rainer Hubert, Chairman of the Training Committee, to National Branch
and Affiliated Organization representatives about the possibility of accepting trainees
from the Third World. It was decided that Rainer Hubert will write to all representatives
about this request, giving further details.

3.

Exchange of newsletters was discussed and addresses updated. It was emphasized that the
Editor of the PHONOGRAPHIC BULLETIN should receive copies of all newsletters.

4.

Discussion was held on ways to attract new members, and emphasis was made on attracting
the most prominent of the private collectors . It was mentioned that the amendment pertaining to Affiliated Organizations of IASA would bring in ~ore members.

5.

An extended exchange of ideas was held on the latest Constitutional Amendment Proposal pertaining to National Branches and Affiliated Organizations as presented by Rolf Schuursma
on behalf of the IASA Board. It was decided that the Chairman and the Secretary would combine the Constitutional Amendment Proposal with comments made by the Australian Branch,
and that this document would be circulated to the Executive Board of IASA on 7 July. Th e
U.K. Branch requested that a section be added dealing with the levying of Branch dues, and
Rolf Schuursma offered to draw up such a section. Special thanks was extended to Rolf
Schuursma for his work in writing the Constitutional Amendment Proposal.
The meeting was adjourned at 17:55
Dr . Rainer Hubert, Secretary
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MINUTES OF THE IASA COPYRIGHT COMMITTEE OPEN MEETING.

BRUSSELS, 9 JULY 1982

The chair was taken by Rolf Schuursma, Helen Harrison acted as Secretary.
Rolf Schuursma introduced the session with a brief resume of the situation. The Copyright
committee of IASA had fallen into disarray with the resignation of the Chairman, Robert Ternisie n.
A replacement Chairman could not be found from existing members, nor a Secretary.
Rolf Schuursma referred members to his position paper dated December 1981 and outlined that the
purpose of the present meeting was to examine the terms of reference in the position paper and
determine whether they are workable. Also to find people to build a new committee and to find
a Chairman and Secretary.
The Agenda was established and agreed:
l. The aims and purposes of the Copyri ght Committee

2. Members of the Committee and Executives
3. Priorities of the Committee
4. Program of the committee in Washington

5. Any Other Business.

1.

AIMS AND PURPOSES

It was agreed that IASA should continue its activity in the field of copyright and revive the
existing committee accordingly.
Th e fra me of reference of the copyright committee was discussed and it was decided that the
committee shoul d:
i.
Encourage a continuing exchange of information concerning developments in the copyright
sphere both at a national and international level.
ii.

The Committee should study the "Unesco Recommendation for the safeguarding and preservation of moving images" adopted on 27 October 1980 in Belgrade and make its findings on audio records known to Unesco and other interested parties. Further to this
cooperation the committee should collect information about legal deposit of sound
recordings and make its views known to other relevant associations.

iii.

Draw up model contracts and guides as a basis for discussion with other relevant
bodies in the production of an international standard.

iv.

Collect information about the copyright problems of the use of broadcast materials
outside radio and television. IASA members were invited to collect, edit and translate relevant material and make it available to the committee.

v.

Study the legal aspects of national and international traffic of sound recordings and
publish its findings.

vi.

The committee shall maintain close contact with other copyright committees of the
NGOs in the AV field.
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vii.

2.

The committee shall prepare one business session and one open session for the annual
conference and members of both associations should be invited to attend the open
session.

COMMITTEE MEMBERS

A call for volunteers for the copyright committee yielded the following personnel:
Hans Bosma (Netherlands)
Marie-France Calas (France)
Ernest Dick (Canada)
Pekka Gronow (Finland)
Trevor Pearcy (United Kingdom)
Robert Ternisien (Canada) had also expressed a wish to remain a member of the committee.
The question of Executive Officers could not be resolved.
3.

PRIORITI ES OF THE COMMITTEE

Pekka Gronow suggested that these should be:
i.

ii.
i i i.
iv.

Work with original unpublished mater ials and the associated problems
Problems of broadcasting archives and the contracts involved
Sound arch i ves and 1ega 1 depos it
Commercial issue of sound recordings, i.e., published material.

It was agreed that members of the committee would correspond on these matters and try to report
to the Board for its November meeting.
4.

PROGRAM FOR WASHINGTON

Rolf Schuursma suggested two sessions for Washington. One a working session of members of the
committee plus a representative of the Executive Board plus observers. It was suggested that
Rolf continue in his role as 'temporary chairman' for this session. The committee would try
to agree to a frame of reference and priorities for its work, and to decide on the program for
the next few years.
The second session in Washington would be an open session. Suggestions for this session included
a copyright ' surgery', legal versus voluntary deposit, the workings of recent US copyright law.
Ernest Dick agreed to organize this session on behalf of the committee.
5.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS

Helen Harrison agreed to act as a documentation center for the new committee for the forthcoming year. Any member of IASA who has information to pass on to the committee should send
it to the General Secretary for distribution.
Pekka Gronow is to investigate the degree of involvement of Unesco in copyright of sound recordings.
Trevor Pearcy agreed to prov ide a survey of legal prov isi ons for legal deposit in time for presentation in Washington.
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TECHNICAL COMMITTEE REPORT
Unfortunately, yet again the lack of travel funds and excess work load on committee members
somewhat restricted the Committee's activities during the past year. However, the Committee
;~ I'Ill\~~I\A +1\ \'II\l"\I\l'It th~t CllUlllI)1 Y\II/)iortc I~oro rnmnlotgt1 t1l1rinn thg v~ilr ilnn rnntilrr~ w~r~
established with the I.C.A. Conservation Committee and the Committee for the Preservation of
Sound Recordings. The IASA Board has declared that the respective Chairman of the Technical
Committee will represent IASA at future meetings of the Committee for the Preservation of Sound
Recordings. In cases where the Chairman is unable to attend the duty will be dele9ated to
Bill Storm.

There have been four technical items published under the auspices of the Technical Committee
in PHONOGRAPHIC BULLETIN Nos. 31, 32, 33.
The Committee membership has been increased by the addition of Hans Schubert from the Deutsches
Rundfunk Archiv, Frankfurt, and Jean Mark Font from the Centre De Recherches Sur La Conservation Des Documents Graphiques. The expertise of both these members is a wel~omed addition to
our Committee and we were pleased to welcome them at the Brussels Conference.
OPEN TECHNICAL SESSION BRUSSELS
The open session of the Technical Committee took place on Thursday, 8th July, as published in
the conference program.
The speaker, Dr. Compaan of Phillips Eindhoven, presented a talk entitled 'Compact disc digital
audio: the optical way of sound recording'. This was an audio-visual presentation portrayinq
the principles of the compact disc and dramatically demonstrating the reproduction quality of
the compact disc. Dr. Compaan's talk was well received and produced a lively discussion during
question time. A copy of Dr. Compaan's talk with illustrations will be published i·n PHONOGRAPHIC
BULLETIN.
To allow sufficient time for the compact disc presentation, a decision was made to distribute
copies of the 'fire regulations' report in preference to a verbal presentation. This report
will be published in a future PHONOGRAPHIC BULLETIN.
Two other documents were also made available for collection during the session:
1.

A bibliography of technical items published in the PHONOGRAPHIC BULLETIN - this bibliography will be updated on a regular basis and is available from the Committee Secretary.

2.

A draft report on the Technical Committee activities since the Budapest Conference.

Two envisaged items had to be dropped. Bill Storm could not raise travel fund s .
pitch variator was not available in its late st model.

The Lexicon

WORKING TECHNICAL SESSION
The working session of the Technical Committee took place as published on Monday 5th J ul y .
Several other unscheduled meetings took place throughout the week to fulfill our aqenda.
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Members present at the working session included Dietrich Schuller, Lloyd Stickells, Hans
Schubert and Clifford Harkness. The following topics were discussed:
1.

An investigation into the deterioratian of vinyl records through normal playback had
been carried out by Lloyd Stickells. The results of this project will either be printed
in the BULLETIN or presented, time permitting, at the Washington Conference.

2.

The a'r chival tape test will be postponed until after the Washington Conference. It is
hoped that more tapes will be available for test and any teething problems with quality
control will have stabilized during this period.

3.

A study on the effects of magnetic stray fields has been in progress at the Phonogrammarchiv. Committee members will be carrying out ,personal tests during the year, the
results of which will be discussed at the Committee's working session during the Washington Conference.

4.

A glossary of technical terminology appropriate to sound archives will be prepared in
four or five languages. A preliminary list will be circulated to Committee members who
will be invited to suggest suitable additional items .

5.

The use of the cassette recorder has become more prevalent . However, its suitability
to produce archive master tapes is questionable. A project to assess the limitations
of the cassette recorder will be completed and a report prepared for presentation during the year.

6.

A chapter outline for the technical manual ha s been decided. It is hoped that contributions from Committee members will be completed in sufficient time to allow for circulation and discus sion at the Washington Conference.

WASHINGTON CONFERENCE 1983 (8th-14th May)
The main theme of the technical session will be "Re-recording". A postponed contribution will
be given by Bill Storm about his newly built re-recording laborato ry.
The Techn i ca 1 Committee ant i c i pa tes cons i derab 1e intere st in topi cs offered du ri ng the Co'n ference and hopes to provide a double session to allow for sufficient debate.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The Committee discussed the question of holding annual meetings every two years separately from
the main body. Neetings would be held in a central European l ocat ion .
CONCLUSION
Technical Committee members are invited to comment on this report and the total membership is
invited to suggest further topics.
Clifford Harkness, Secretary
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MINUTES OF THE SECOND WORKING SESSION OF THE TRAINING COMMITTEE
Attendant (members):

(observers):

El izabeth Giul iani
He1en Harrison
Rainer Hubert (chairman)
Grace Koch (secretary)
David Lance
Prue Neidorf
Peter Burgis
Val Napthine
Jim Sull ivan

First the minutes of the last working session (Budapest, Sept. 1981) were approved as well as
the agenda of the session.
1. REPORTS ON COMMITTEE WORK DONE IN THE LAST YEAR
Grace Koch reported about the training survey, stating that the questionnaire was sent to all
IASA members for a second time. Sixteen answers were received, making a total of 26 answers
to the whole inquiry. The final report about the training survey will be submitted to the
open session of the training committee.
Concerning the collection of material about already existin9 training courses, Prue Neidorf
stated that material from the U.K., Western Germany, Austria and the U.S.A. was received.
Due to this rather small basis, the report on the open session will be provisional. Durin~
the next year the acquisition of more materials will be attempted.
Rainer Hubert reported about contacts with other international media associations. Letters
were written to IFLA, ICA, FIAF and FIAT asking for information about trainina in their field
of activity and suggesting closer cooperation, but only the FIAF answered. This answer as well
as answers to the TC questionnaire imply that the interest for multi-media trainin~ as well as
for cooperation is rather limited. The committee therefore will have to go its own way without waiting for help or stimulation from other media organizations. Nonetheless the committee
will continue attempting to bring about closer contacts with these associations.
2. SUBJECT CORE AND GUIDELINES FOR USEFUL COURSES
The now finished training survey offers a sufficient basis for devising a subject core of useful training courses. Steps to achieve this end include:
i)
ii)
iii)

compiling a general core, that is a list of subjects every sound archivist should
know (Prue Neidorf and Grace Koch);
typology of working areas in the field of sound archivism (e.g . , radio archives,
national archives, recording libraries) (R. Hubert);
drawing up special cores following the division given by the typology; for each special
section a specialist should come up with a special core.

The function of such a subject core is not to create a list of professional qualifications,
for this has to be done by the particular country or institution.
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3. MANUAL OF SOUND RECORDING TRAINING
The possible content of a training man ual was discussed and the committee agreed that the manual should be made primarily for the trainee, but also should help institutions and their
heads in questions of training. It was stated that a manual covering all fields of sound
archivists' work might collide with other IASA publications.
While final decisions about its content were not reached, some suggestions were already made:
-final report on the training survey
-summary of the collection of data about existing courses
-subject core of useful courses
-bibliography about training
Methods to get further contributions:
-asking experts for special chapters
-looking for already existing articles fitting into the manual.
4. TRAINING OF SOUND ARCHIVISTS OF THE THIRD WORLD
The importance of this item stems from requests made by sound archivists from the Third World
as well as from a request by Unesco to improve training for the developing countries. This will
be done by offering trainees places in qualified sound archives. Therefore a list of willing
and competent archives has to be compiled. Steps:
i)
an appeal for help in the BULLETIN (R. Hubert, to be sent to H. Harrison);
ii)
asking the National Branches for help in finding qualified archives;
iii) another appeal for help in the open session at Washington.
The function of the TC will be that of an information center, that is it will offer information
about archives willing to receive trainees.
5. PRIORITIES OF THE FUTURE WORK OF THE COMMITTEE
After a discussion the committee agreed that for the time being no increase of membership nor
a list of priorities is necessary. Especially in connection with the training manual it will
however be necessary to find persons ft'om outside the committee to hel p.
6, PREPARATIONS FOR THE WASHINGTON CONFERENCE
It will be attempted to combine the working session or the open session of the TC with a visit
to the Archive of Fo lk Culture of the Library of Congress. Provisional agenda for the open
session:
-training in the Archive of Folk Culture;
-the needs of Third World training (H. Woakes?);
-report on the Third World training scheme and appeal for help (R, Hubert);
- progress report on the collection of data about existing courses (P. Neidorf);
-progress report on the subject core of useful courses (Grace Koch).
Grace, Koch, Secretary
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CALAS:

IASA Representative

REPORT OF UNESCO MEETING, PARIS, 7-11 JUNE 1982
Du 7 au 11 juin 1982 s'est tenue a Paris la deuxieme reunion du Comite d'experts aouvernementaux sur les problemes decoulant, sur le plan du droit d'auteur. de 1 'utilisation
d'ordinateurs pour 1 'acc~s aux oeuvres ou la creation d'oeuvres.
11 s'agissait pour 1 'UNESCO d'elaborer un certain nombre de recommendations visant a realer
1es problemes poses par 1 'utilisation de 1 'ordinateur en matiere de copyright et harmoniser
les conventions internationa1es sur le droit d'auteur avec 1es technologies nouvel1es.
Le projet de recommandation qui a ete examine lors du

2~me

Comite ne traite que de

la

prot ec t ion d es au t e urs e t de leurs oeuvres e ntrees e n machi nes o u c reees p a r les machines
et commun i q uees en suit e au public ,

que ce soit sous forme directe (ecran) ou impri mee

(listings) .
II ne s'agit pas d'etudier la protection des pro ~ rammes informatiques, ce qui doit faire
1 'objet d'autres reunions . En effet, actue11ement la protection de ces programmes est
du domaine d'organismes specialises en protection industrielle.
Bien que les ecartant de son champ d'application, le 2~me Comite a exprime le souhait
que ces programmes puissent beneficier des lois et des conventions internationa1es sur
le droit d'auteur. 1
Le 2eme Comite a prepare un ensemble de recommandations dont on retiendra deux principes:
1.

le droit d'auteu r doit pouvoir etre exerce pleinement sur toutes les oeuvres creees
par et pour 1 'ord i nateur , sans pour autant etre un obstacle a la diffusion des id ees
et des informations. 11 doit tout au contraire etre un stimulant pour la creation
et le developpement de la societe .

2.

prononcer de s recommandations suffisamment souples pour qu'elles laissent la plus
grande initiative aux legislations nationales et a la voie contractuelle et qu'elles
n' enferment pas la terminologie dans des definitions technoloqiques trop vite depassee s .

VOici, en r esume , 1es grandes 1ignes du projet de Recommandations qui sera diffuse:
1.

Quel1es sont les mi ses en memoire qui relevent du droit d' auteur et pout lesquelles
1 'autorisation de 1 'auteur est necessaire?2

2.

11 s'agit des textes integraux d'oeuvre s protegees, 1es resumes analytiques, les
condenses, les presentations d'oeuvres qui en constituent des adaptations.

3.

Les compilations et les recueils devraient faire 1 'obj et de 1 'autorisation prea1able
du titulaire des droits, exception faite de certains do cuments, tels les loi s , decrets,
et decisions judiciaires .
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Les bases de donnees automatisees constituent des creations inte11ectue11es, 1es thesaurus,
etab1 is pour 1 'exploitation de bases de donnees. Par thesaurus, i1 faut entendre a la fois
un instrument de controle de la terminologie et un vocabulaire contro1e et dynamique, de termes
ayant entre eux des relations semantiques et generiques et qui s'app1ique a un domaine particu1ier de la connaissance . Les annotations et les simp1es indications bibliographiques
pour lesquelles 1 'autorisation de 1 'auteur est inutile sont exclues de cette categorie.

Les droits concernes.
La mise en memoire peut entralner la reconnaissance d'un certain nombre de droits:
mise

a la

1.

droit de communication:

disposition du public par une communication directe;

2.

droit de reproduction;

3.

droit d'en faire des adaptations, de les traduire, d'en tirer d ' autres oeuvres;

4.

droi t moral.

Les actes concernes.
1.

Entree des donnees: La mise en memoire des documents passe par la reproduction sur un
support lisible par la machine des oeuvres protegees et leur fixation dans la memoire
de 1 'ordinateur. Ces actes sont deja definis par le s 10is nationales et internationales
sur le droit d'auteur .

2.

Sortie des donnees: Elle peut avoit lieu sous n'importe quelle forme technique possible:
reproduction papier, sur ecran, par transfert d'une base de donnees sur un autre systeme
i nforma t i que.

Les droits mora ux.
Ce sont les dispositions prevues par les lois nationales et conventions internationales
actuell es.
Les limitations

a la

protection des droits d'auteur.

Ce sont les legislations nationales qui devront les definir en tenant compte des specificites
des ordi na teurs.
L'exercice et la gestion des droits.
Le 2eme Comite a recommande la pratique d'accords contractuels ou de licences librement negocies a titre individuel ou collectif, tout en attirant 1 'attention sur les abus eventuels des
mono poles. 11 a ete propose que les utilisateurs d'oeuvres protegees signalent aux societes
d'auteur 1 'acte d'entree projete, ainsi que le s buts de 1 'util isation.
On voit toute 1 'importance que revetent ces debats pour le s Phonotheques et autres Mediatheques:
elles produisent des bases de donnees qu'il convient de proteger et elles utilisent toute une
in format ion de plus en plus accessible a travers 1 ' ordinateur.
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NOTES
1 L'OMPI a entrepris une enqu~te sur la nature de la protection accord~e en n~n~ral aux
programme informatiques. Une reunion speciale se tiendra sur ce theme en 1983.
2 La protection des programmes n'etait pas de la competence de ce Comite. Toutefois,
le cas DU le programme informatique ne permet de produire qu'une seule oeuvre (oeuvre musicale, 1 itteraire, etc.) a ete evoque. Le programmeur devrait, dans ce cas, etre considere
comme un co-auteur de 1 'oeuvre finale.
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Technical Committee
KLAAS COMPAAN, Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

COMPA.CT DISC - DIGITAL AUDIO:

THE OPTICAL

~IAY

OF SOUND RECOPDING

The follo wing paper was p r esen t e d du r ing the Ann ua l Me e ting i n Br u s sels.
Th e author,
Dr . K1aas Compaan from the Ph i 1 ips compan y i n Ei n d h o v e n, intro duce d the compact di sc,
a digital audiodisc developed a t Phil i p s for h i gh q ual i t y rep r oduction of s oun d.
In
t hi s paper Dr . Compaa n summa ri ze s his lectur e and ad d s h i s c o mmen t s to a fe w qu es t i on s
rai s ed du rin g th e dis cus sion period .

The compac t d i sc w.ill be p r o d uced by Philips , Son y a n d sev e ra l o the r a ffil iated c om panies
v e r y shor t ly .
Son y has a nnoun ce d tha t it wi ll release i t a t t he e nd of t h is year in Japa n .
Ph i 1ips plans t o begin its Eu ropean r el e a s e a t the b eginning of 1 98 3 in the Fe d eral Re public
of Germany .

Dr . Compaan was highly in s trument a l in the de v el opmen t of th e o pt ical r e c ordi n g of videoand a udio s ign als .
Hi s presentation an d t he s ubse quen t a udi o demonstrat ion f o rme d a highl i ght of t he con fe r e n ce .*

The combination of optical recording and digital coding of audio signals leads to a new
standard of archivability of sound recordings. The first item, optical recording, is
closely related to the way in which optical videodiscs are produced. The encoding of the
videosignals, however, is not digital but analog because the necessary bitrate for digital
video signals is much too high for the technology of optical video recording of today.
Moreover, such a disc would only contain a few minutes videoprogram per side.
The second item, the digital encoding, is only remotely related to the way information is
recorded with the help of computers. The most important relationship lies in the fact
that redundant information can be added to the sound signal so that powerful error-correction systems can be applied.
OPTICAL RECORDING
Today there are three systems that make use of optical recording:
a ) LV = Laser Vision. The recording is done with very specialized equipment and only
t he pressed replica, the videodisc , is sold to the public for replay-only purposes.
b) CD = Compact Disc. The product is also in the form of a pressed disc which is a
digital audio-disc.
The object of both a and b is the production of large quantities of copies for the consumer
market.
c) DOR

= Digital

Optical Recording. This is the only system whereby the user can record
with the help of a computer. Therefore, only one copy is

~ -numeric-inform ation

* Concerning this article all ri ghts are strictly reserved.

Reoroduction or issue
t o third parties in any form whatever is not permitted without written authority
from Philips Eindhoven.
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produced. Until now thi s system does not 1end itself either to the recordi ng of
video or of sound.
How are optical recording and play-back performed and what are the advantages? Fig. 1
shows t he prin ciple of how signals can bD rDad from an optically recorded disc. If a beam
of light impinges on a large hole in an opaque disc, the beam will go straight on. A very
narrow hole, however, of about 1 ~m diameter (a) shows diffraction . The same holds for a
depression in a reflective disc (b). If the returning light beam is directed towards a
photodiode (c), the output of this diode will show the occurrence of these depressions
(pits) .
From Fig. lc and Fig. 2 it can be seen how the light beam from a laser is concentrated on
the information layer of a disc of transparent material as a lightspot of 1 ~m diameter.
When there is no pit all _the light will be reflected back into the objective but when the
beam impinges on a pit there will be a loss of light due to diffraction effects. The
advantages of such a system are obvious: there is no contact between the needle and the
disc surface so that there is no wear. The information is buried by a protective layer on
the disc so that dust or tiny scratches on the surface will do no harm.
DIGITAL AUDIO
Moreover the CD-audiosystem has the advantage of being a digital system leading to highquality sound reproduction. Fig. 3 gives a simplified example of digitization with a 3bits coding system. At regular time intervals the sound intensity is measured. This socalled sampling produces a stream of numbers, which, after translation into the binary
code , are called data-symbols. In principle these data-symbols could be directly used to
produce pits in a disc as shown in Fig. 3 and then, when read back with a laser beam,
reproduce the original sound wave.
Fig. 4 gives more detail s of the CD digital coding system . Shown is one "frame" of 588
channel-bits. There ar e two sound channels (stereo) which are sampled with the rate of
44,100 per second each to give a maximum sound frequency of 20 kHz. Each sample gives
rise to a 16-bit number, the data-symbol, which allows for sound reproduction with a S/Nratio and a dynamic range of over 90 dB. The chosen error-correction coding system adds
a substantial number of extra redundant bits in order to be able to restore the original
data-bit stream, even if information is lost during the production or play-back of the
sound recording. Extra bits are also added for control possibilities. In this way bits
for display possibilities can be added to show the title(s) of the music, the names of
composer and performer(s), the text of songs, etc . The bitrate at recording and replay
is 4. 3218 Mbits/sec.
COMPACT DISC
Fig. 5 is an electron-microscope picture of the disc surface showing the typical pit pattern
of the compact disc. The minimum length of a pit is namely 3 units (channelbits), the
maximum length 11 units. This holds also for the length of the spaces between the pits.
To give an idea of the size : the track pitch is 1.6 ~m and the pit depth is about 0.12 ~m.
From this and from Fig. 2 it can be readily understood that the play-back unit needs a
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very accurate system to keep the light beam in focus on the track.
shown in a schematical way.

In Fi~. 6 this is

There is a servosystem producing the necessary correction signal s for vertical (<lz) and
radial (<ly) movement of the disc. Also the speed of the main motor is controlled by comparing the bitrate with the quartz-crystal clock, so there is no sign of rumble, wow or
flutter.
In the next picture (Fig. 7) one can see how these corrections are realized in the player.
Vertical movement of the disc can be corrected by moving the objective which hinges on
two flat springs . The complete optical unit is moved radia11y from the inside of the disc
to the outside during the one hour playing time and this mechanism is also able to correct
for eccentricity and non-roundness of the tracks. At the innerside the rotation speed is
500 rpm, at the outside 200 rpm.
In Fig. 8 a cross-section of the light "pen" is shown. By comparing this picture with Fig.
1c, one recognizes the source of the 1ightbeam (the semiconductor laser) in the bottom of
the pen.
Fig. 9 shows the playback unit. The small size of this player can be deduced from the fact
that the disc measures only 12 cm in diameter. The advantages of this new method of sound
recording can be understood from the following performance figures;
Frequency range
Dynam i c range
Signa1-to-noise ratio;
Channe l separation
Harmonic distortion
Wow- and-f1u tter

20 Hz - 20 kHz

> 90 dB
> 90 dB
> 90 dB
< 0.05 %
quartz-crystal precision.

DISC PRODUCTION PROCESS
Finally, Fig. 10 gives some information about the disc-production process. The first
column deals with mastering, i.e., the steps necessary to produce the CD-disc master.
This consists of a glas s disc, coated with a photo-sensitive layer, into which the informa tion is written with th e help of a (blue) laser beam. After development and coating with
a thin silver layer, this ma ster disc can be inspected on a specia l player.
The second column deals with the production of the stampers. These are thin metal copies,
usually nickel, of the master disc and are made with a galvan i c process. With these stampers the plastic copies are pressed (see the third column). In the last step these copydisc s are coated first wi th a reflective metal coating and then with a thin protective
layer to which the laDel can be attached.
It can be understood from the above that a nickel stamper can be used as the sound carrier
beca use it contain s the same digital signal as the pre ss ed plastic disc. Therefore the
stamper, when adequately pro tected, cou ld be used as archive-material because a metal, and
especia ll y nickel, is expected to have a very long 1ife. In a sound-archive the father
stamper could be used fo r back-up purposes and one or mo re so ns could be used to produce
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replicas for clients according to demand. Of course it would be possible to play a son on
a special player and to record the sound with a digital-audio taperecorder if necessary. In
this case the random-access possibilities and other advantages of the CD-system are unfortunately lost.
DI SCUSSlON
After the above paper was read a demonstration of the compact - disc was given, followed by a
discussion.
question: What will be the cost of a mastering-f~cility and what will be the price of a master plus nickel-stampers?
Answer: A mastering-facility, all in all, wi l l cost about DF1. 5,000,000. But masters
could also be loan-pressed by specialized record companies and then the price would be about
DF1 . 5,000.
per disc. These figures are only given here as an indication.
Question: Does the speed of the compact - disc change during replay?
Answer: Yes and no. The linear velocity of the lightspot, re l ative to the disc, is constant
(a bout 1.3 m/sec.), but the rotation speed changes from 500 rpm at t he inner side (where the
program starts) to 200 rpm at the outer side .
Question: Is the quality of the amplifiers and l oudspeakers of today sufficiently high to
match the high quality of the compact - disc?
Answer: The answer is yes, but the price, especially of high-quality loudspeakers , is very
high. But more important still is the quality of the acoustics of the room, and good quality
can only be expected from specially designed studios and then the price of the whol e set-up
wi l l be determined by the studio, and not by the el ectronics .
Question: How much information can be printed on the labe l of a compact-disc?
Answer: The label of the compact- disc is sl ightly bigger than that of the LP-record, because
only one side of the compact-disc is used for the music, the other side being free to accommodate the label (max. 12 cm. diameter) .
Question: Can this new technique of digital recording al so be used for video-programs?
Answer: Not with the techni cal possibil ities of toda y. The number of bits per second necessa ry
for a running video-picture is very high (about 200 Mbits/sec.) in contrast to the bitrate of
the compact-disc, "onl y" 4.3218 Mbits/sec.).
Question: The compact - disc offers the possibility of storing information that can be made
visible on a display. Would it be possible to produce stills with accompanying sound?
Answer : Yes, the data - storing capacity of the compact - disc is enough for many st ill s. The
on l y problem remaining is the production of l ow-cost picture-storage that can be fi l led with
a low bitrate from the disc, and that can then de l iver 25 times per second the necessary informa tion for a TV-monitor.
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Insect Sounds
D. C. F. RENTZ, Division of Entomology, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization, Australia.

THE PRESERVATION OF INSECT SOUNDS IN THE NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM
Insects of many kinds make sounds. One need only be reminded of the incessant calls of cicadas
and katydids on warm summer days and the chirping of crickets at night to recall personal
experiences with insect sounds. Even Aristotle noted in his writings that grasshoppers produce
sounds. There are thirty or more orders of insects and representatives of many of these groups
make some sort of sound which is involved with communication. Certain flies, such as mosquitoes, buzz or hum in a characteristic frequency to attract members of the opposite sex. Beetles alarm potential predators by rubbing ridges on one part of their body with those on another. Termites knock their heads against the walls of their galleries to alarm other members of the colony of approaching danger, and so on . The list is endless among insects illustrating that they, at times, communicate by sound.
Scientists who study taxonomy (classification and interrelationships of organisms) have be9un
t o make use of the characteristic sounds made by insects. This avenue of research has been
widely applied in the Orthoptera (the grasshoppers and their relatives) where many species make
distinctly characteristic calls to attract members of the opposite sex. In fact, there are
many examples of species with very different songs but which are quite indistinguishable on
the usual morphological (structural) features.
Museums and universities have begun accumulating tape recordings of many different insect
species as a part of their program of preservation of natural history objects. Use of these
sounds in research has been utilized most regularly by scientists in the United States and
Europe, especially in England (see Ragge, 1965, for example). Certain taxonomically difficult
groups such as the field crickets, tree crickets and katydids (= bush crickets or long-horned
grasshoppers) (see Bailey, 1979; Walker, 1962; Walker and Carlysle, 1975) have been "unraveled"
by the comparative use of the songs of the males of the species.
HOW CRICKETS AND GRASSHOPPERS MAKE SOUNDS
As stated previously, many insects make sounds. but this article will deal with qrasshopoers
and their allies since that is the author's specialty and it is mainly their sounds that are
being preserved on tape for future generations of entomologists to study. The best-studied
sound-producing mechanisms result in the type of sound called stridulation. A stridulatory
mechanism consists of two components: one. a file (Figs 1,2), which is made UP of a series
of teeth, tubercles, or pegs, the last of which may be articulated; the other component is a
scraper, which is a hard object such as a ridge on to which the file is rubbed. The file and
scraper oppose one another at the wing bases. The resulting friction results in vibration of
the insect's skin or exoskeleton, creating a sound . These components can be found on the
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leg s , wings and abdomen, as in grasshoppers and wood crickets, or on the wings as in katydids .
As an example of a stridulatory mechanism, J will briefly describe the latter kind which is
present in the katydids of the order Orthoptera which I am presently studying.
The file is a ridge (Figs 1, 2) of teeth or plates borne on the underside of a special wing
vein. When the insect wishes to sing, the wings are raised slightly and the file is drawn
across the scraper (Fig. 1) producing the same effect as one would have drawing the teeth of
a comb across a fin ge rna i l. The resultant sound is amplified by the t ympa nal areas of the
adjacent wing. Some veins may be thickened and membranous areas modified for the purpos e of
amplification . Within each species, the structure of this critical area of the win ~ is usually
very precise. Files can vary in length, number of teeth, structure and shape of teeth, and
even on the placement of rows of teeth. Within a species there is some individual variation
as there is with any morphological characteristic but this is within strict limits. Files, for
instance, of different spec ie s usually have different characteristics and, as a result, produce
different sounds. The scraper (Fig. 1) is merely a raised edge thickened somewhat for it s purpose, but its shape is generally quite similar from species to species. It's the teeth of the
file that can provide the taxonom ist with a useful character.
Stridulation or sound production serves a single primary function, that is, the brin ginq of
the sexes together for mating . There can be other functions of singing in katydids such as
aggregative, in keeping groups of individuals together, defensive, such as in defending territory from other competing males of the same species, or an alarm function when threatened by
a predator. Singing is done predominantly by males. Females of some groups answer calling
males but their responses are much lower in auditory level, and they utilize a different mechanism to produce the sound. With females, usually a few teeth or modified hairs are present
at the end or base of the wings. These are rubbed together to produce the very soft sound.
The mechanism is much simpler than that carried by the male and its presence and function has
been only recently discovered by entomologists.
Calling males (Fig . 3) perch prominently in the habitat to broadcast their songs as widely as
poss ib le. Katydids hear sounds throu gh two principal kinds of auditory structure. The foreleg
of nearly all species in both sexes bears an auditory structure (Fig. 4) . This can take the
shape as illustrated or can be tamborine-like or consist of a pair of slits (Fig. 5) separated
by a narrow bridge. The receptive katydid can often be seen orienting its forelegs in the
direction of the sound stimulus. All species possess a thoracic auditory structure which also
picks up airborne sounds. The physiology of sound receptors is currently being intensively
studied and is one of the areas where present knowledge is scanty. The physics of sound production and reception is an extremely complex phenomenon not eas il y understoorl . In addition,
there i s a little known form of communication among katydids utilizing vibration of the substrate. Certain species literally "stamp their feet" on the substrate setting up vibrations
which are received by members of th e oppo site sex through soeci al sensory hairs.
Sound production and reception amo ng insects is a very complex field and I have jus t tou ched
upon one major area. Within the Orthoptera there are many other sound-producin g mechani sms
which could be illustrated, but the above should serve the point in illustratin~ how intri cate
and detailed this aspect can be.
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COLLECTION AND PRESERVATION OF INSECT SOUNDS
The taxonomist (person studying classification) is committed to collecting specimens and preserving them in museums for posterity . In making studies of the distribution, Y'elationships

and diversity of organisms, one uses morphological characters and bioloaical
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habitat preferences, host plant associations, etc. In recent years with the advanced development and portability of recording equipment, recordings of the sounds of insects have been
used in taxonomy (see Fig. 6) and museums are adding sound recordings to their collections.
The British Museum (Natural History) has been documenting Orthoptera sounds since 1955. By
1973 a well-equipped sound recording laboratory was established on the roof of the building.
In North America, a number of scientists have begun collections of grasshopper, katydid and
cricket sounds. Among them are the University of Michigan, University of Florida, McGill
University, and University of Toronto. A number of museums maintain recordings of insect
sounds. The Smithsonian Institution and .Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia are exampl es .
In Austral ia the preservation of insect sound recordings is in its infancy. The University
of Western Australia is making a collection of the songs of western Australian Orthoptera and
the Australian National Insect Collection of the CSIRO Division of Entomology, Canberra has
begun assembling the calling songs of Orthoptera on an Australia-wide basis. These sonQs are
considered as valuable to science as the specimens themselves and the tapes are available for
scientists to study any time in the future just as are the specimens that made them.
EQUIPMENT
in sec ts, especially certain ()rthoptera, sing at very high pitched frequencies. A small
mi nority are ultrasonic . As a result, ordinary tape recorders are not suitable for picking
up most of the sounds produced. Fortunately most of the taxonomically useful parts of songs,
such as rhythmic patterns, can be obtained from the audible sound, and analysis of the full
frequency range of songs is not always necessary or desired. Experts at the British Museum
(Natural History) aim at an upper limit of 18 KHz for fieldmade recordings and 20 KHz for
those in the studio. Some katydids sing at frequencies of well over 30 KHz but it is very
difficult to record the high-energy content of the upper part of the band. Vu-meters and
rnodulorneters are not adequate guides to over-modulations at high frequencies and distortionfree analysis is very problematical.
I~a ny

l>le use a Nagra IV-SJ tape recorder in the field and in the 1aboratory. A Briiel and Kjaer !inch microphone for medium and high range measurements is used with the tape recorder. Ampex
Industrial Recording Tape is preferred because of its quality. In analyzing tape-recorded
sounds, British Museum scientists successfully use a Swedish Mingograf ink-jet recorder because
of its ease of use, low maintenance and operational cost. It can produce instant oscillograms
of the rhythmic patterns of most songs. These patterns afford the most use to the taxonomist .
The Australian National Insect Collection has no facility for sound analysis but has been
privileged to use the oscillographic analytical apparatus of the School of Neurobiology, Australian National University. Plans have been made to acquire a Mingograf for the Australian
National Insect Collection.
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DOCUMENTATION
Each of our five inch tape reels is given a serial number and each specimen a consecutive number. A three by five inch card gives the species name, tape number, song number, temperature
at recording, and details of habitat, collection data, recording date, and any other important
details or observations made at ti me of recording. The recorded specimen bears a yellow label
with its appropriate individual "5" ("5" for song) number and is placed in the general taxonomic collection along with others of its species. Song-recorded specimens can be readily
identified in the main collection by their yellow labels and the corresponding number can
be found in the card index and the appropriate tape located . It is now standard operating
procedure to record the songs of one or more specimens of all singing species whenever possible.

* * * * * * *
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10mm

Figure 1. Left and right wings of a typical katydid. (1) Stridulatory file, the teeth are
on the underside of this thickened vein. They are rubbed on the scraper (2) when the wings
are raised. The tympanal areas (3) amplify the sound.
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Figure 2. Scanning electron micrograph of a stridulatory
file. This would be the underside of the vein (1) in
Figure 1.

Figure 3. Male katydids ready to sing. The song is produced by rubbing the file against the scraper on the tiny
wings .
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Figure 4.

Auditory structure of foreleg of katydid.

Figure 5. Slit-like auditory structure of foreleg dF
katydid. In both figures the "knee" is to the left.
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G. lineaticeps

G. pennsylvanicus

G. veletis

G. vocalis

22.r

1sec.

Figure 6. Oscillo9rams of calling songs of some American field crickets of the Genus Gr~l~~s .
The temperature in degrees Celsius is given to the right. The time scale of 1 second is 1n 1cated at the bottom. Each oscillogram is about 4 seconds in duration.
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Sources
PEKKA GRONOW,

Finnish Institute of Recorded 30und, Helsinki

SOURCES FOR THE HISTORY OF THE RECORD INDUSTRY
The following paper was presented at the Annual Meeting in Brussels, July 8 , 1982, in the
session entitled "Sources."

I ho pe I am not hurting anybody 's feelings if I say that there are no really good written
histories of the record indu stry . The Fabulous Phonograph (Gelatt), which we all have read,
i s a goo d popular account, but it is not and does not attempt to be a sys temat ic hi story.
From Tin Foi l to Stereo (Read and Welch) attempts thi s, but it ha s so many errors and bia ses
that it is not a complete succ es s . Beyond that, th ere are only a handful of articl es and
some book s of limited scope, such as Sears' book about the hi story of V-discs. There i s ce rtainly nothing that could be compared to Barnow's hi story of broadcasting in the United States
or Gubak 's study of th e inte rnational film industry.l
There i s a simp le explanation for this state of affairs. Most of the sources needed for the
ser i ous study of the record indu stry are lost, not ava ilable for research, hidden in obscu re
pl aces , or so widely dispersed that they are almost impo ss ible to use without a grea t deal of
preliminary spadework. What I shall attempt here is to give an overview of existing sources
and some suggestions on cooperative effort that might make th ese sou r ces more easily available.
My f ocus will be on the period before 1945.
EXISTING SOURCES
There were several hundred record companies in the world at various times before 1945. The se
included about a dozen large multinational concerns. As f ar as I know, in one case onl y have
the archives of a record company from thi s period been fairly completel y preserved . Fo r tun ately ,
this was one of the largest, the Gramophone Co., a predecessor and subsidiary of EMI. Th e EMI
archives at Hayes, ~1iddlesex, have at least the followin g t ypes of material from the Gramophone
Co .:
- company papers, such as annual reports, minutes of board meetings, etc . ;
-internal and external correspondence;
-printed catalogs, supplements, and newsletters;
-recording books, matrix lists, etc.;
-records and metal matrices;
-some of the above material also from the Victor Talking Machine Co., an American sister
company.
The archives cover the company ' s operations in Europe, Asia, and North Africa. There are some
obvious gaps. For instance, documents and records of the German s i ster company dur ing the
First World War are missing . The Hayes archives are still certainly the single most important
source on the history of the industry . It should be added, though, that no similar material
on the activities of Columbia and other EMI subsidiarie s has been preserved. Microfilms of the
catalogs and recording book s are at the British Institute of Recorded Sound in London .
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I am discussing the Gramophone Co . archives at such length because similar material should- -and
just possibly might--be available elsewhere . The CRS (Columbia) and ReA (Victor) archives in
New York are also valuable, but quite incomplete compared with the Hayes archives.

There are

also some important sources on smaller record companies, such as the famous Gennett files, which
have circulated among private collectors and have been an invaluable source for jazz discography.
We are pretty much in the dark when record company archives in other countries are concerned.
Know that something has been preserved in Germany, partly in private collections, and there is
some important material in Sweden and Denmark . But beyond that I know very little, and I feel
that the most important task for sound archives would be to inventory the archives of record
companies in their own countries and make the findin gs known to other archives.
am certa in
that much of thi s i nformation would be of interest to archives in other countries as well.
OFFICIAL SOURCES
Let us suppose that the archives of a particular company have been completely and irrevocably
lo st . What other sources are there? Publ ic documents are an important source which has been
used surprisingly little. In most countries, business firms, trade marks and patents have to
be registered with the authorities. In most cases, such documents are open to the publ ic; in
some cases they are even printed in official publications. Of course these documents do not
tell us everything about the companies concerned, but Frank Andrews' recent article on Fonotipia records shows how previous writers could have avoided serious mistakes if they had both ered to consult such sources. 2
There are other official sources that can be of interest. In the absence of sales figures,
industrial statist ics, especially foreign trade stat i stics, are among the most important sources
on the economics of the rec ord industry. Even trials can sometimes produce valuable evidence .
Norm Cohen found a court ca se which has provided us with some interesting sales figures from the
1920' s . 3
TRADE PUBLICATIONS
Trade publ ications are another important sou rce . Most of us are familiar with current record industry trade publicati ons such as Billboard in the United States. There have been si milar publi cation s in the main record- pr oducing countries since the turn of the century , and in some case s
even earlier . Talking ~1achine Worl d in the U.S., Talking Machine News in the U.K., Phonographi sche Zeitsch rif~ in Germany, and Grammofonnyi Mir in Russia are typ ical examples. These publi cations are a curious mixture of economic reporting, anecdotes and advertisements, and they cannot
be expected to provide systematic histories, but even the advertisements can be important sources.
It should also be noted that th es e publications devot e a great deal of space to forei gn news. Th e
Russian Grammofonnyi ~1ir f'Jay very well include some news from Germany that was not reported el sewhere, and vice versa.
Unfortunately, these periodicals are extremely hard to find. At the ti me they were published,
libraries did not pay much attention to publication s of this type and it is possible that some
issues have not been preserved anywhere. Even the volu me s that have been preserved can usuall .v
be found in only a couple of libraries. The Association of Recorded Sound Collections has
recently compiled a 1 ist of such publ ications in major American 1 ibraries. Something similar
4
needs to be done in Europe.
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Some record companies also published regular newsletters, such as the Edison Phonoqr~~
Monthly, Voice of the Victor, or Columbia Record. They are just as elusive as the publications I mentioned. For instance, it seems that no one has been able to find Volume I of the
Columbia Record.
CATALOGS
The most important printed material published by record companies is of course their catalogs.
Record companies need to inform retailers and the general public about their product s , and
the catalogs they publish are among the most important sources on their activities. Although
the completeness and quality of such catalogs varies greatly, in many cases we are able to
comp il e full discographies of a company's production from its catalogs. We can also add
release dates, information on performers, and other data not found on the records themselves.
Unfortunately such catalogs are often as hard to find as the records they describe. In most
countries, libraries have not been interested in collecting such material. Even in countries
where the deposit of printed material in a cen tral library is mandatory, legal deposit often
does not include record catalogs. Catalogs received may also have been thrown out by librarians. With the exception of Gramophone and Victor, there are no complete collections of
cata l ogs published by a major record company anywhere.
Although complete runs of such catalogs are extremely rare, individual catalogs and supplements are frequently found in archives, libraries, and private collections. All the sound
archives I have visited have had a considerable number of valuable catalogs including many
foreign ones. But there are usually no li sts of, or cards on such catalogs, and the user
has to go through a large amount of material to find what he is looking for--o r, just to find
out that the particular items he is looking for are not there.
The Library of Congress ha s compi led a list of Victor catalogs in its collection . Although
the collection is by no means complete, the list is an extremely helpful research tool.
In addition to making access to the library ' s collection much easier, it qives a good overview of the company's publications and in many cases shows where the gaps are. The existence
of a li st like this also makes it much easier for other archives to go through their own
holdings and check whether they have anything that i s missing from the Library of Congress.
I think that somethi ng s imil ar is urgently needed in Europe. To take an example, Columbia,
and LindstrHm (Odeon, etc.) operated in most Eu ropean countries, and it is quite likely
that some of their catalogs can be found in every country. With some cooperation, we could
not only compile a fairly good bibliography of catalogs published by these companies, but
also help researchers find the archives where such catalogs are located.
Path~,

Of course there are cases where no information whatsoever can be found on a record company-except some recordings. And this is just as well, because after all, the sound documents
are what we are interested in. But even if we do have a copy of a recording, we may want
to find out where and when it was recorded, where it was manufactured and sold, who was
the publisher, and so on. Such information is often not given on records. Thi s is not an
unusual situation, and discographers have developed many methods of using the physical
characteristics of records, label design, matrix numbers, control numbers, and catalog num5
bers to reconstruct the activities of record companies that have left no written documents.
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Such techniques can only be learned by personally handling and examinin9 laroe numbers of
records, and by a close reading of specialized discographical periodicals, so I shall only
give one typical example. Small record companies often do not have their own pressing
facilit~es, and instead have some larger company custom press their records. The physical
characteristics of the records, such as the color of the shellac, label size, type of runin groove, and so on, frequently help us trace the pressing plant. We often find that the
matrix numbers and perhaps even catalog numbers belong to a series used by the larger company, and they help us to estimate where and when the recordings were made.
I could go on for hours, but I hope I have made my case. Important sources for the history
of the record industry have been permanently lost. In some cases the losses are due to wars
and fires, but there are also instances of professional librarians and archivists rejecting or even destroying such material. There is no use crying over spilt milk, though.
Many valuable sources are still available, and although they are often hard to locate and
difficult to use, we can cooperate to make these sources known and available. We can thus
ensure that the history of the record industry is treated with proper respect.
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QUELL EN ZUR GESCHICHTE DER SCHALLPLATTENINDUSTRIE
Zusammenfassung des englischen Referats

Die meisten Quellen zur Erforschung der Geschichte der Schallplattenindustrie sind entweder
verloren gegangen, oder an unbekannten Stellen verborgen und damit weitgehend unzuqanglich fur
die Forschung. Uber diese Quellen und ihre Bedeutung so11 kurz berichtet werden.
Vor 1945 gab es im internationalen Bereich weit Liber 100 Schallplattenfirmen. Nur in e'inem
Fall (Gramophone Company, Vorgangerin der EMI) ist das Firmenarchiv eini(jerma een vollstandig
erhalten. Dieses Archiv enthalt wichtige Unterlagen, die die Geschaftspol itik der Firma in
fruheren Jahrzehnten belegen. Diese Unterlagen sind Geschaftspapiere (Jahresberichte, Protoko 11 e), Koy'respondenzen, gedruckte Ka ta 1oge und a nderes I nforma t i onsma teri a1, Aufnahmebucher,
Matrizen-Listen, sowie Schallplatten in Form van Metallmatrizen. Solcherlei Quellen sind
vermutl ich auch von anderen Schallplattenfirrnen noch erhaltl ich.
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Wie kann man die Geschichte von Schallplattenfirmen erforschen, deren Archive verloren gegang en
sind?
Viele Dokumente hierfur sind veroffentlicht und stellen wichtige, aber erstaunlich wenig
genutzte Quellen dar. Hierzu gehoren etwa Patent-Veroffentlichungen oder Markeozei chQn,
veroffentlichte Handelstatistiken der Schallplattenindustrie oder sogar Gerichtsverhandlungen.
Eine wichtige Quelle sind Verkaufsstatistiken oder alte Schallplattenzeitschriften, die oft
eine seltsame Mischung von Wirtschaftsbericht, Anekdoten und Werbeanzeigen waren. Das wi chtig st e
gedruckte Material der Schallplattengesellschaften sind naturlich deren Kataloge , durch die
Einzelhandler und die Offentlichkeit uber Neuerscheinungen unterrichtet wurden. Aufqrund
dieser Kataloge , die oft nicht vollstandig sind, konnen wichtige Diskographien einer Firmenproduktion, Erscheinungsdaten, Informationen uber die Ausfuhrenden und andere Daten, die nicht
auf der Schallplatte selbst vermerkt sind, herausgelesen werden.
Bedauerlicherweise waren im allgemeinen diese Kataloge fur Bibliotheken zur Aufbewahrung nicht
serios genug. Meistens findet man sie heute in kleineren Schallarchiven oder privaten Schallplattensammlungen.
Wichtige lnformationsquellen sind vor allem aber auch die Schallplatten selbst, die eine Fulle
von Informationen enthalten. Schallplattensammler haben viele Methoden ent~lickelt, um anhand
der Beschaffenheit der Platte, der Labelgestaltung, der Matrizen und Kontrollnummern oder der
Katalognummern die Aktivitaten einer Schallplattenfirma zu rekonstruieren.
Durch Krieg und Brande sind viele wichtige Quellen zur Geschichte der Schallplattenindustrie
verloren gegangen, dennoch sind viele wertvolle Quellen noch immer erhalten, wenn auch oft
schwer auffindbar und schwierig zu benutzen. Hier ist eine internationale Zusammenarbeit
interessierter Schallarchive und Archivare notwendig, um diese Quellen bekannt und zuganglich
zu machen, sie auszutauschen und damit zu erganzen.
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IAML/IASA Committee
ERNST HEINS, Ethnomusicology Center 'Jaap Kunst', University of Amsterdam.

SELECTIVE VS, UNSELECTIVE RECORDING AND ARCHIVING
This paper was read at th e Annual Meeting in Brussels, July 5, 1982, in the session entitled
"Is this recording really necessary, or what to do until the archivist arrives?", a joint
effort of th e IAML/IASA Committee on Music and Sound Archives.

The growing advance of recording and playback technology is not brought about by zealous media
personnel of the radio nor by active fie1dworkers in oral history or ethnomusico10qy, but on
the contrary by socio-economic systems that mutually compete, over our heads, for profit.
We merely follow this technological development, being the target grouD of commercial industry.
We make, under this pressure, large investments to acquire the latest gadgets which are by
definition more perfect than those produced yesterday, and more often than not one feels trapped
by the possession of a piece of expensive equipment which already became out-of-date by its
very introduction on the international market . The best and most expensive portable batteryrun ree1-to-ree1 tape recorders are losing their practical value due to the overwhe1mino advance of the cassette recorder. Of these, the older heavier ones have already lost terrain
to the mini recorders because of important differences in size and weight . These no doubt will
yield to cassette recorders with more than one speed. Analogous trends have been occurring
in the magnetic tape industries: standard tape was succeeded by long-play, double-play and
even triple-play tape, to which the recorder industries have responried with half-track, quartertrack and eight-track recording heads and ever slower speeds .
The tendency is clear: the consumer has been wilfully enabled to record more sound with less
effort, and he is confronted with a correspondingly diminished storage space . Compare the space
needed for a bulky collection made in the six ties with a full-track Nagra on standard tape
with the same amount of recorded time today on C-90 cassettes . In answer to this tendency
recordists automatically record more and more. Did they have this attitude at the beginning
of the tape recording era? Nowadays there are hardly any restraints except available real time.
The result is a growing, almost 1 imit1ess amount of recorded time in our storage cabinets.
We are acquiring too much data.
Instead of contemplating the advantages of advanced recording technology, to which I refer to
the brochures of various manufacturers, my aim is to expose a negative effect, viz. the absence
of reflection on the reasons why one shou ld record as much as possible.
In our field, recording/documenting/archiving is part of the technics of our scholarly work.
It is inseparably connected to the other spheres of our work: theory and method. Recording,
therefore, can never be an aim. It must be the result of a prep1anned strategy. Recording
is subordinate to ideas which we have at the outset. If not, it is a random collection of
sounds, unrelated to any theory. For each recording made there should therefore be a verbal-
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ized motivation and a justification. If there isn't, the resulting miles of recorded material
are aimless registrations of randomly encountered sounds.
Because of a severed relation between such sets of random recordings with a theoretical and
justification, these recordings contain little value and hardly function in the
ensuing process of analysis and evaluation, the laboratory stage . The rationale is absent
which explains why a particular item has been recorded, and why another item or items were
left out. A few examples may illustrate this .
methodol~gical

In many developing countries a growing need is felt to record living tradition s within their
boundaries. The need is perfectly understandable and justified. The field recordin~s are
undertaken (after necessary funds have been obtained, usually from foreign sources) under the
nomer of 'Registration Project', but there the justification ends . Who is go i ng to decide
what to record and what not to record? If everything that presents itself is recorded within
the given limited time per locale, the result is a static, one-dimensional picture of the
musical 'reality' at a given moment, without historical or processual depth. In my opinion
this very much limits the scientific value of such recordings. Alternatives would be: to
record over a longer time-span specified g e nre s or single g ro u p s or single mus icians/s i nger s
to record complete repertoires , or to record representative artists, not selected by the
reco rdi st-outsider but of course by the representatives of the informant culture itself.
Another, more process-oriented alternative would be to gather recorded data on l earning prohow do young people become singers-musicians, how is musical expertise transmitted
to the new generation? The recordist's theoretical framework would be formulated, in this
case, to gather data on musical change and nothing else (although other unexpected, unforeseen
musical marvels might present themselves) .
cesse s :

In Amsterdam we are interested in developments in popular music, and therefore collected on
tape over a whole year the weekly broadcasts of the top-twenty listings (together with written
documentation if available). We did not collect the items that we alone found interesting
or "good" items, or items that did not belong to the top-twenty listings. Thus we limited
our number of recordings, due to planning, based on theory.
Another project was carried out to follow the birth and development of two beginning folkgroups from the moment they had their first rehearsal until, much later, they had made their
own niche in the local folk circuit.
The last pOint I want to make is that as scholars we prefer our own recordings over those made
by others. Our archives hold miles of recorded tape, deposited there by for'mer recordists or
our colleagues. They are hardly, if ever, used by other people . They just sit on shelves, need
a lot of care and take up much space. Why don't we use other people's recordings? My guess
is that making recordings is such an idiosyncratic subjective activity, that only the recordist
himself feels completely free to use, analyze and edit his own recordings. He does not know
the motivations behind his colleagues' recordings and therefore feel s inhibited to use them
as primary data.
If we do not rationalize our sound recording instincts, we will end up buried under loads of randomlY collected data in our archives, which may add to our status as an important archive, but
in scholarly reality is rather a burden than a blessing.
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Appendix:

WORKSCHEME FOR

~~KING

SELECTIVE RECORDINGS

I

Justifi cation
+
Formulation of
recording aim (= description in concrete terms)

choice of i nformant(s)
selection

0f

•

informant(s)

.

checks of val idity

•

check of re liability

,

choice of recording techniques ---+)
+
Recording
+
Check s on completeness
+
Technical applications
and reductions

I

I

r Written

documentation

+
[ Analysis

I

+
Evaluation

I

+
Formulation of new, related
recording ai m

(adapted from P. G. Swanborn, Aspecten van Sociologisch Onderzoek, Meppel 6/ 1979)
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RESPONS E:

F. J. QE HEN

cannot agree with the principles of selective recording as it is presented by Dr. Heins.
shall address my remarks to the major areas of disagreement.
1.

I 1'",a,- tr,at ni, ,teltelllent lS Tar too general, and 1 would suggest that if selective recording were accepted as stated here, it would be applicable only in those regions where musical
archivists have already worked and where 6 basis has been laid.

When I worked among some Berber tribes in the Central High Atlas in 1960 I was the second
Westerner they had ever met .
tried to record everything sun0 and played for two main
reasons:
(i)
I was very much aware of the rapid change in musical expression (due, among other
things, to the influence of visiting Arab merchants);
(ii)

2.

I did not feel entitled to judge what ought to disappear and what ou ght to be recorded for later generations. Selective recording would have imposed such a judgment. Any selective decision should defer to the aesthetics and value systems of
the society in question, not to the recordist 's predilection.

My next point concerns the researcher's experience. If one works in a musical culture
that has been studied for a long time and by many people, as, for example, Heins' Indonesian gamelan music, perhaps one may then accept certain and reject other musical expressions of culture in decisions on selection. I am not, however, pleased with this idea.
It is paternalistic .
To me, all musical expression is worthwhile studying until proven contrary.

* * * * * * *
RESPONSE:

HARRIET WOAKES

Thank you, Dr. Heins, for a most stimulating paper.
as indeed it ought to.

I am sure it will provoke a lively response,

We are talking here about the desirability or possible need for selectivity in field work
as a r esponse to the problem of unnecessary duplication of effort. This is indeed a rather
radical departure from the traditional research methodology most of us accept as the norm.
Certainly, changing circumstances often call for new responses, and we shou ld n't shri nk from
radical alternatives if we feel they can lead us to meaningful solutions to our problems .
However, in evaluating such alternatives, one has to be aware of the context in which they
are put forward, as well as the setting in which they are to be applied.
Most of the members of this gathering are part of the highly developed Euro-American (should
I also add Australian?) research community that has produced a wealth of data throu9 h some
eighty years of scholarly endeavor. In such a context perhaps one can talk of unnecessary
duplication and a need for judicious selectivity.
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The re is, however, another research community outside of this older, richly endowed group
whose members globe trot almost at will: the researchers who live and work in the developing
world, who are not fortunate enough to operate from such a luxurious base of accumulated data ,
and to whom the concept of selectivity that we are considering here would seem preposterous.
To be specific , I want to talk about our situation in Nigeria , and more particularly northern
~igeria, where I have been working for the past three years.
The task facing researchers is that of recording, studying, understanding and appreciating the
music of an incredibly varied multi-ethnic society . A look at a linguistic map of Nigeria
reveals the existence of nearly 400 languages and dialects, representing as many different
musical cultures . Although a good deal of work has been done, we are still basically on the
threshold of discovery. Consequently, to talk of the type of selectivity under consideration
today in the context of present-day Nigeria is clearly not feasible.
The concern lies instead with the numerous obstacles to progress :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

inadequate numbers of well-trained researchers;
dismally inadequate sources of reference materials and other background data for pre-fieldwork research;
limited opportunities for extensive fieldwork due to financial and other constraints;
difficulties in obtaining and maintaining/servicing research equipment of all types;
inadequate archival facilities and lack of trained archivists; not to mention the lack
of facilities for the musical analysis and transcription of field recordin~s.

To elaborate a bit further:
1.

The problem with research workers is not only the result of the lack of adequate musical
and other research training in educational institutions at all levels, but also the alltoo-frequent attitude of the educated elite that traditional music is primitive and backward. Also there is sometimes a disinclination to spend much, if any, time conducting
research in rural or less comfortable physical surroundings .

2.

Libraries are simply not endowed with the comprehensive collections of basic source materials that scholars in the developed world take for granted in their libraries .

3.

Limited opportunities for extensive field work result from a combination of factors:

4.

(i)

Lack of financial support from institutions where the researchers are employed and
certainly none from overseas.

(ii)

Lack of commitment to this type of research by the said institutions. Priority
is often given to research in medicine, agriculture, the sciences, etc.

(iii)

Lack of sufficient free time because of heavy teaching loads imposed on both postgraduate students and academic staff.

The situation with regard to equipment is desperate . The type of equipment taken for
granted as essential by scholars in the developed world is f ar too costly and may be
extremely difficult to obtain becau se of import restrictions. There is a dearth of trained
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technicians, spare parts, tools, etc. Equipment that breaks down often simply doesn't
get repaired. It is almost impossible to secure adequate supplies of good quality openreel tape.
5.

With regard to archives, there is no need to elaborate. There just simply aren't any in
the accepted sense of the word. There are no trained archivists and tapes are often stored
in shocking conditions. Even if one could set up adequate systems for humidity and temperature controls, it is not possible to guarantee their continuous functioning due to frequent
cuts in power supply and power dips and surges which cause severe damage to all electrical
equipment.

In conclusion, I would only like to say that Nigerian research workers will not be in a position
to debate the pro's and con's of selectivity in fieldwork recording until some effective,
longterm solutions to the above-mentioned problems have been effected.

* * * * * * *
RESPONSE:

DON L. ROBERTS

All ethnomusicological researchers should have a general plan for their recording activities.
This scheme may be broad or refined and should be flexible to allow for unexpected changes
or opportunities.
The process of selection is an ongoing social phenomenon. Cultures are constantly retaining
or adding what they like or need while rejecting undesirable elements. Performers are limited
to the repertory they know and may be further restricted by various taboos. If the ethnomusicological recorder is selective, a third level of selectivity is added. It is better to record
as comprehensively as possible so a broad base of information is available. If one really
desires selectivity, perhaps the best plan would be a system of random selection which eliminates any preconceived notions held by the recorder.
Researchers should fully document their recordings so archives can provide all possible access
points to the material . If this is properly done, the use of field recordings will not be
limited to those making the original recordings.
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Reviews and Recent Publications
BOOK REVIEW by Joe1 Gardner, Baton Rouge, Louisiana .
Cuthbert, John A., ed. West Virginia Fo1k ' Music, a Descriptive Guide to Field Recordings
in the West Virginia and Regional History Collection. Morgantown: West Viroinia University
Press, 1982. ($10)
West Virginia is a state located in the hub of Appa1achia, the mountain region of the eastern
United States that is best noted for coal oroduction and folk music. Its early generations
of sett lers, cut off geographically and spiritually from the East Coast, retained their
customs and espec ially their musical traditions through the postwar era. As one result,
West Virg inia University has developed an archive of materials that includes more than 1,000
sound recordings, as part of a West Virginia and Regional History Collection.
In the late 1970's, the university applied to the National Endowment for the Humanities for
aid in cataloging its collection. NEH awarded $54 ,389, but stipulated that a more effective
system be developed as part of the project. This volume, a research guide to some 4,000
folksongs recorded between 1937 and 1972, is one of the results. A computerized cataloging
method, which the editor offers to share with his colleagues, is the other. The combination
of the two renders the volume a valuable addition to any collection.
The guide comprises four major collections: the Louis Watson Chappell Archive, including
647 aluminum discs, which the editor calls "the best kept secret in the field of folk music";
the Cortez D. Reece Archive of Afro-American music from southern West Virginia, recorded
during the early 1950's; the Kenneth Carvell Archive of sacred music from the state's northern
rural churches, slightly later in origin; and the Thoma s S. Brown Archive, a cont inu ing effort
at field research recorded between 1970 and 1972.
Listings within each part include subcollections listed chronologically and by performer.
Item entries reveal title, location within collection, key topics (thirty are listed), bibliographic reference, and such musical notations as verse-refrain statistics and medium.
The work begins with an excellent preface by the editor, who sets out well the history and
natu re of the archive and the methods used to catalog its contents. Directions for use of the
guide and a list of bibliographic references follow the preface. A name-title index concludes
the book.
For information, address West Virginia University Press, Morgantown, West Virqinia, U.S.A.
RECENT PUBLICATIONS
The Archive of Folk Cu lture, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 20540 has issued the
following new finding aids :
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"Mississippi folk music and folklore in the recorded collections of the Archive of Folk
Culture" - compiled by Joe1 D. Frederiksen, August 24, 1982.
"Missouri Field Recordings in the Archive of Folk Culture."
"linio field recordings in the Archive of Folk Culture" - compiled by Dorothy Morrison,
August 19, 1982.
"Uregon field recordings in the Archive of Folk Culture" - compiled by Daria Marma1uk,
August 18, 1982.
"Peruvian field recordings in the Archive of Folk Culture" - compiled by Daria A. Marmaluk,
June 10, 1982.
"Trinidad field recordings in the Archive of Folk Culture" - compiled by Dorothy

r~orrison,

June 9, 1982.
"Washington field recordings in the Archive of Folk Culture" - compiled by Claudia J.
Widgery, September 7, 1982.
"Wisconsin field recordings in the Archive of Folk Culture" - compiled by David Spener,
May 28, 1982.
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News and Notes
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
A 269-page publication titled Ethnic Recordings in America: a Neglected Heritaoe has recently
become available. It contains a collection of essays resulting from themes discussed at a conference sponsored by the Library's American Folklife Center in 1977. Two essays on the development of the ethnic recording industry--"Ethnic recordings: an introduction" by Pekka Gronow
and "Commercial ethnic recordings in the United States" by Richard K. Spottswood--describe
the many types of early ethnic recordings. Next follows an overview of "Early field recordings
of ethnic music" by Joseph C. Hickerson. Three chapters focus on specific ethnic groups:
"Irish ethnic recordings and the Irish-American imagination" by ~1ick Moloney, "The Sajewski
story: eighty years of Pol ish music in Chicago" by Richard K. Spottswood, and "La Alondra de
la Frontera: The lark of the border", an autobiographical essay based on an interview by
James Griffith with Lydia Mendoza, a popular Mexican-American singer. The final chapter is
"Recorded ethnic music: a guide to resources" by Norm Cohen and Paul ~!ell s. The publ ication
is available by mail for $13 from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402 (Stock No. 030-001-00098-2).
*******
UCLA

ETHNO~1USICOLOGY

ARCHIVE

The Ethnomusicology Archive at UCLA has moved into brand new and greatly expanded quarte r s
in the as-yet unnamed Music Building Annex in June, 1982. The facilities consist of a spacious room with one glass wall facing a patio, f our individual 1i stening rooms which can
accommodate single persons using headphones or small classes using stereo loudspeakers, a
separate "secure archive room", and the Archivist's Office. The mailing address of the
Archive remains the same.
A new install ment of the discography series titled Musics of the World~ a selective discography, pt. III - The United States became available in October, 1982. It contains selected
commercially ava ilable recording s representing four ethnic groups in the United States: AfroAmerican, European-American, Hispanic-American, and Native American . Area specialists were
consulted in the selection process as well as in the writing of the annotations. ComplJterassisted fonnating was used in th e production of the 44-page work. lI.ddresses of the record
companies assist readers in purchasing the recordings if desired. For infonnation about obtaining the discography, write to: Ethnomusicology Archive, Music Department, UCL A, Los Angeles,
CA 90024.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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NEWS FROM NATIONAL. BRANCHES
Newsletter number 5 (Summer 1982) has been received from the UK Branch of IASA. The new editor
is Chris C1ark of BIRS. The issue contained Archive News from the North West Sound Archive
and a Proposal for a Scottish Sound Archive; a report of special projects at the British Institute of Recorded Sound; a report of the UK Branch Annual meeting 1982 hosted by the North West
Sound Archive, April 23, 1982; a report of the Oral History Society Annual Conference hosted
by the University of Hull on March 26-28, 1982; and a report on the Annual Conference of the
Association of Recorded Sound Collections hosted by Syracuse University in New York in May,
1982. A membership list of the UK branch was also included.
Sonorites: Bulletinde 1 'Association Fran<;aise d'Archives Sonores has issued two numbers: 4
(March 1982) and 5 (August 1982). Number 4 presents an account of the Branch's meeting at
Ai x-en - Provence in May. Articles treat the subject of the future of sound archives, concentrating on copyright issues, contemporary reports and definitions. The August is sue (No. 5) devotes
the majority of space to a four-part discography that features recordings associated with the
1982 World Cup of Soccer in Spain and re- issues of 73 rpm discs.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

IFPI NEWS
In the IFPI News No . 14, 1982 (International Federation of Phonogram and Videogram Producers)
several IASA members are represented. Magdalena Cseve, Head of the Program Documentation
Department of the Hungarian Radio, contributed an article about the Hungarian Radio Sound
Archive . Dr. Rolf Schuursma is pictured with a Committee which has been formed under the
auspices of the Dutch National Group of IFPI (NVPI) to study the possibility of forming a
National Sound Archive in the Netherlands .

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

INDIANA UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES OF TRADITIONAL MUSIC
In the Volume 1, Number 3 of Resound; a quarterly of the Archive of Traditional Music it was
announced that Dr. Anthony Seeger will assume permanent direction of the Archives in the fall
of 1982. He will fill the position in the Anthropology Department formerly held by the late
Alan P. Merriam. Articles in Resound include "The Ellingson Collection of Asian Music", "The
Robert o. George Coilection", and "Play it again, Sam"

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

AMERICAN FOLKLIFE CENTER
In vol. V, no. 3 of the Folklife Center News (July 1982) announcement was made of a comprehensive discography that is being compiled by Richard K. Spottswood which surveys the entire
field of foreign language audio recordings produced in America. This comprises a listing
of published and unpublished cylinder recordings and disc pressings made between 1894 (the
date of the earliest known commercial recording) and 1942 . Research methodology included
an exami na t i on of fil es of every major record company, the Edi son fi 1es ma i nta i ned by the
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Na~ional Park Service at the Edison National Historic Site in New Jersey, numerous additional
public and private collections of catalogs, lists, and actual recordings. After four years,
he had compiled a discography of roughly 150,000 entries. The manuscript is being entered on
a word processor, the data will be converted into computer storage tapes, and the tapes reprocessed by the library to generate camera-ready copy of the discography. Final publication plans
will be established soon.

Announcement was made of a videodisc project in which materials from the collection created by
the Center's Paradi se Valley (Nevada) Folk1ife Project will be presented to the 1983 library
of Congress exhibit on the American cowboy. Staff member, Carl F1eischhauer is overseeing the
development and production of the disc. He welcomes any preliminary expressions of interest
and may be contacted at the American Folk1ife Center, library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
20540.
A symposium sponsored by the center, on marketing of phonograph records of folk expression was
held at the Library of Congress, June 7 and 8, 1982. The central concern was with the small
independent record companies that issue albums of traditional and esoteric material.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

IASA 1983 CONFERENCE EXHIBIT SPACE
Exhibit space will be available during the IAML/IASA conference in Washington, O.C . Members
wishing to display publications or recordings should contact the IASA General Secretary, Helen
Harrison, Media Librarian, Open University Library, Walton Hall, Milton Keynes MK7 6AA, Great
Britain .

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DES ARCHIVES DU FILM
A list of FIAF Publications is available from the Secretariat, Coudenberg 70, 1000 Bruxelles,
Belgique. It includes items about preservation and cataloging, as well as a handbook for film
archives (separate publications in French and English).

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

RECORD WINS AWARD
The record album Na Leo Hawai'i Kahiko: the voices of old Hawai'i received a special Ka Hoku
Hanohano Award on April 5 from the Hawaiian Academy of Recording Arts. The award is presented
annually to honor outstanding contributions to Hawaiian mus i c and the recording industry in
Hawai'i . The two-record album consists of historical recordings of chants and mele of the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and was produced by the Museum's Audio-Recording Collection, Department of Anthropology, under the direction of ethnomusicologist, Dr .
Elizabeth Tatar . Re-recording of the original wax cylinders was accomplished at the Edison
Re-Recording Laboratory and Audio Archives at Syracuse University, New York under the direction
of Walter L. Welch and William D. Storm. It may be purchased through the Bishop Museum Press,
1355 Kalihi Street, P.O. Box 19000-A, Honolulu, Hawai'i 96819.
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